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Summary 

Insight in pedestrian behavior is vital for architects and retailers for planning and 

(re)designing shopping areas. Models that predict pedestrian behavior very well could be 

very helpful for the design process. However, using unreliable models could result in 

wrongly developed and unsuccessful areas. 

There are multiple approaches to model pedestrian behavior. One of the approaches is 

proposed by Borgers and Timmermans (2004). They developed a model to predict 

pedestrian behavior at the level of links in a downtown retail area. The model is based on 

the multinomiallogit modeL According to this model, the probability that a link will be 

chosen from a set of alternatives depends on the utility of the alternatives. The weights of 

these utility can be estimated from observed choices which can be used to predict the 

probability that each of the adjacent links will be chosen. The results of the models show 

that supply of shops appeared to be the most positive influencing factor for choosing a 

link. However, not all types of shops were liked by the respondents. Pedestrians seemed 

to avoid links with cafes, bars and restaurants. Hereby it gives the impressions that these 

types of outlet are not very important for shopping areas. This latter is a remarkable 

result, because it conflicts with the findings of e.g. Howard (1993, 2007). She argues that 

supply of food is one of the most important success factors for a shopping centre. The 

question that arises is why do the results of the model of Borgers and Timmermans 

(2004) not show that bars/cafes are of positive influence on the chance a link is being 

chosen? 

First of all, three pre-studies were conducted to provide insight in if and how does 

visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping affect route choice and which factors are of 

influence on visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping. These studies showed that it 

could be expected that shopping with a companion and shopping with hedonic motives 

are of positive influence on visiting bars/cafes whiles shopping. Furthermore they 

indicated that people who visit a bars or cafes while shopping the trip are expected to be 

more attracted to links with cafeslbars and such and have a longer shopping route 
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Next, an analysis of the model of Borgers and Timmermans (2004) showed that it not a 

lot of people visited bars/cafes while shopping which could be cause by three reasons. 

The first reason is the used division of participants. Not enough people who shop with a 

companion were interviewed. Another reason was that it was not explicitly asked whether 

participants visit bars/cafes that day while shopping. People might have forgotten that 

they were visit bars/cafes while shopping or just let out visiting shops like bars and cafes. 

The third reason is that floor space inside restaurants was not assigned towards 

bars/cafes. The model could thus benefit from three adaptations. 

A comparison study was conducted to find out whether the three adaptations had its 

effect and to test the expectations. 200 interviews were conducted in November and 

December 2009 in the city centre of Eindhoven. 

The results indicated that, as expected, visiting bars/cafes while shopping has an 

influence on route choice decisions. People who visited bars/cafes had a longer shopping 

trip and were more attracted towards link with those types of outlets. Two important 

variables that were of influence on visiting bars/cafes while shopping were as 

hypothesized shopping motivation and group composition; people who shop with a 

companion and/or shop without utilitarian shopping motivation have more chance of 

visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping. 

The results further showed that the proposed improvements to method and model of 

Borgers and Timmermans (2004) had its effect. The change in division of participant and 

explicitly asking people resulted in a doubling of people (from 25% till almost 50%) who 

reported that they visited a bar/cafe while shopping compared to the data gathered in 

2004. This number is now approximately the same as found by e.g. Scholvinck (2005). 

But most important the parameter "Shop restaurants & bars" now has a positive influence 

on the utility that a certain link will be chosen. Hence, presence of bars/cafes and such are 

important for shopping areas and that it should be reckoned with when designing new 

shopping areas. 
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1 Introduction 

Pedestrian behavior has been a topic for research for many years now. Insight in this type 

of behavior is essential for architects, investors, retailers, and governments in planning 

and (re )designing train stations, airports, retail areas etc. Designers and planners in the 

development process could benefit from models that predict pedestrian behavior in order 

to optimize their plans. E.g. to optimize escape routes at airports or to determine which 

part of shopping areas are probably the most successful (in order to determine expected 

turnovers and which price could be asked for a parcel). However, these models must be 

trustworthy. Using models that do not predict pedestrian behavior very well could result 

in wrongly developed and unsuccessful areas. 

First, models to predict pedestrian behavior in retail areas are described. Secondly, the 

importance of supplying food/drinks in a retail area and the research questions are 

described. At the end of this chapter, the structure of the report is provided. 

1.1 Models to predict pedestrian behavior 
There are multiple approaches to models and predict pedestrian behavior. In early work 

on pedestrian behavior, Henderson (1974) proposed that pedestrian behavior in crowds 

has an analogy with fluid-dynamics. Even earlier, Sandahl and Percivall (1972) 

developed one of the first models to predict pedestrian movement. The model predicted 

volumes on street segments by variables as land use and accumulated demand by using 

regression analysis. However, a disadvantage of these regression models is that they do 

not provide insight in factors that affect route choice, pedestrian flows, and the sequence 

of visits (Borgers and Timmermans, 1986) 

Another approach that predicts volume on a certain link is the model of Hillier, Penn, 

Hanson, Grajewski and Xu (1993). The focus of Hillier et al. is on the network and the 

accessibility of the links. It is based on the relationship between number of pedestrians on 

links and relative accessibility of these links. Note that by using this model it is not 
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possible to analyze influences of characteristics of a link (like width of the link, stores 

along the links) on movement and flows of pedestrians. 

Much of the current research on pedestrian behavior is done in order to model pedestrian 

behavior at a microscopic level. These models predict time-space pedestrian behavior for 

a single agent that is for example walking in a small group, walking in a crowd, in 

emergency situation, or avoiding obstacles. Pedestrian behavior is predicted for a specific 

situation based on sets of rules. After every step of a pedestrian the speed, direction, and 

position is re-determined. It thus requires a lot of detailed information (which could be a 

disadvantage) but it makes these models suitable to predict behavior in crowded areas and 

in emergency situations. Examples of microscopic models are cellular automata models 

like Shimohara, Watanabe and Shimazaki (2007) and the model proposed by 

Hoogendoorn (2003). 

Another approach to model pedestrian behavior is proposed by Borgers and Timmermans 

(2004). They developed a model to predict pedestrian behavior at the level of links in 

downtown retail areas. This model is based on discrete choices of individuals that were 

made during a trip. It does not provide information about effects of detail design 

decisions, such as provided in microscopic models, but about the effect of policy 

measures related to urban infrastructure (such as placing extra parking facilities and 

upgrading of urban retail environments). Insights in these effects are vital because 

changing pedestrian flows in downtown retail areas could result in changing sales figures. 

An important variable in predicating pedestrian behavior is, according to Borgers and 

Timmermans (2004), distance effect. People will, in the beginning of their shopping trip, 

walk away from their starting point (e.g. a car park) and finally return to it. Their main 

assumption is thus that people start and end their trip at the same or adjacent link. Next to 

the distance effect, Borgers and Timmermans also included history of the trip, physical 

characteristic of the links, and accessibility of links and visibility of the street in their 

modeL The history of the trip refers to the expectancy that people do not like to pass the 

same link more than once (except when they walk back to their entry link). The physical 
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characteristics of the link refer to the width of the streets, turns in walking directions, type 

of shops present, traffic etc. Furthermore, accessibility is taken into account. If a link 

provides access to attractive links, the link itself is also attractive. Highly accessible links 

are attractive to pedestrians (Hillier et aI., 1993). Finally, the visibility of the street has to 

do with the notion that if pedestrians see a long line of street segments it will increase the 

probability that they will chose this link (Golledge, 1999). The model of Borgers and 

Timmermans will be described in detail in chapter 3. 

Supply of shops appeared to be the most positive influencing factor for choosing a link. 

However, not all types of shops were liked by the respondents. Pedestrians avoided links 

with cafes, bars, restaurants and such. When the model of Borgers and Timmermans 

(2004) would be implemented by designers and planners then new to build retail areas 

could be better of without cafes and restaurants. This is a remarkable advice, because it 

conflicts with the findings of e.g. Howard (1993). She argues that presence of food/drinks 

vendors is one of the most important success factors for a shopping centre. Whether the 

presence of food/drinks vendors is in fact important for a downtown retail area will be 

discussed in the following paragraphs. 

1.2 Entertainment and supplying food/drinks 
Supplying food and drinks at a shopping centre is increasingly seen as a form of 

entertainment that is presented to the shopper (e.g. Konarski, 1995 in Haynes and 

Talpade, 1996); see figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1: Entertainment typology [source: Konarski, 1995 in Haynes and TaJpade, 19%] 

Entertainment in shopping centers could be an important tool in achieving image 

differentiation, which is becoming a must due to fierce competition between shopping 

areas (Sit, Merrilees and Birch, 2(03). Another advantage of supplying entertainment is, 

according to Shim & Eastlick (1998), extending the length of stay of the shopper and 

increasing revenues. Supplying entertainment could thus have several advantages for a 

shopping centre, but how can entertainment be supplied by a city centre? 

1.3 Forms of supplying entertainment in a city centre 
Howard (1993) identified three forms of leisure (which is referred here to as 

entertainment) that could be supplied by shopping centers; ambient, magnet and heritage

destination entertainment. Ambient entertainment refers to facilities that makes shopping 

centre pleasant and/or less stressful to be in. Examples are seats, outdoor cafes and 

lunchrooms. Ambient entertainment is required to increase attractiveness of the centre, 

make customers spend more time in the centre, and enjoy the experience more. Wakefield 

& Baker (1998) show support for this notion; they state that presence of food/drink 

vendors could help to create an entertaining ambience in a city centre and could 

contribute to the pleasantness of a shopping trip. The latter could lead to an increase in 

unplanned purchases (Donovan, Rossiter, Marcoolyn and Nesdale, 1994). Another 
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advantage of ambient entertainment is, according to Whyte (1980), that ambient 

entertainment facilities attracts people. On the other hand, it can become so common that 

it is taken for granted (GLA Economics, 2003). Gehl (1996) stated that the chance that 

people will make use of ambient entertainment facilities during a shopping trip is 

influenced by weather conditions. Sunny weather will increase the overall amount of 

people and will increase the amount of sitting and standing people in a centre. Magnet 

entertainment refers to commercial attractions, such as cinemas. The attractions draw 

entertainment seeking costumers to the centre, who might combine visiting the attraction 

with other shopping activities. Finally, heritage-destination leisure is meant to attract 

tourists. The tourist might combine visiting the attractor with a retail shopping trip. 

1.4 Importance of supplying food/drinks 
Gratton and Howard (2001) noted an overall increase in money spent on entertainment 

and therefore they showed that supplying entertainment is becoming more and more 

important. They also showed that presence of food services is one of the most important 

forms of entertainment that is present in a shopping centre. They found that more than 

half of the total amount that is spent on entertainment is actually spent on food/drinks. 

This latter notion is supported by a number of researches. Underhill (1999) argues that 

without child-friendly bars/cafes, such as McDonalds, fewer families would have 

shopped together. A research on shopping centre design and the influence on consumer 

evaluation conducted by Oppewal and Timmermans (1999) showed that one attractor of a 

shopping centre was the presence of coffee shops, cafes and restaurants. Furthermore, 

data from Scholvinck (2005) shows that 65% of the people that go to a city centre in the 

Randstad, the Netherlands, for shopping purposes combine their trip with one or more 

leisure activities. 72% of those people combine their shopping trip with consuming food; 

they combine their visit with going to a cafe, lunchroom, cafeteria/snack bar and/or 

restaurant. Finally, Eastlick, Lotz and Shim (1998) and Bloch, Ridgway and Nelson 

(1994) also report that a major proportion of all mall visitors have a full meal or snack. 
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Howard (2007) even states that presence of food services is not just an important factor 

for success; it could be the most important factor for a successful shopping centre. She 

(1993) shows that people who have a meal or a drink while shopping spend more time 

and more money than others. 

1.5 Research questions 
The main question that rises is; why do the results of the model of Borgers and 

Timmermans (2004) not show that bars/cafes and such is positively important for a retail 

area? 

1: What are possible reasons why the results of the model of Borgers and Timmermans 

(2004) do not show that bars/cafes are of positive influence on the chance a link is being 

chosen? 

If the role of food/drinks is, in fact, more important than thought, it is interesting to get 

more insight in the consequences it has on route choice and for the model of Borgers and 

Timmermans (2004). Also insight in which factors influence whether, where, why, and 

when people will visit bars/cafes and such while shopping is important; something what, 

to my knowledge, is not investigated yet. 

2: How does visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping affect route choice? 

3: Which factors are of influence on visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping? 

1.6 Structure of the report 
Chapter two covers the second and third research question. These two are covered before 

the first research question because insight in visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping 

behavior could be beneficial for understanding why the model of Borger and 

Timmermans (2004) does not show that bars/cafes are of positive influence on the chance 

a link is being chosen. First in chapter two, a literature study will be discussed and 
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secondly, the results of a qualitative and quantitative study will be described and 

connected to the literature. Lastly in chapter two, the hypotheses, which are based on 

these three studies, will be discussed. In chapter three, the model of Borgers and 

Timmermans is discussed in order to get more insight in the reasons why its results do 

not show that bars/cafes are a positive influence on choice of a link Next, the results of a 

new quantitative study are described and discussed in chapter four. Finally, the results 

will be interpreted and discussed in the discussion. 
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2 Literature, qualitative, and quantitative study 

Three pre-studies have been conducted to get insight in the second and third research 

question. The hypotheses which are based on the results of these studies are the main 

topic of this chapter. The first couple of paragraphs consist of the results of the literature 

study which was conducted to provide insight in the factors that influence visiting 

bars/cafes and such while shopping. Next, in paragraph 2.4, the results of the qualitative 

study will be covered, which was conducted to get insight in the influence visiting 

barslcafes while shopping has on a shopping route. In 2.5, the results of a quantitative 

study done with the data of the study of Borgers and Timmermans gathered in 2007 are 

described. Finally, the expectations and hypothesis will be explained. 

2.1 Shopping motivation 
Whether a person decides to visit bars/cafes and such while shopping could be influenced 

by the motivation that person has to shop. This paragraph will give an answer to the 

question why people shop in the first place and how these motivations affect the shopping 

trip? 

The motivation of shopper seems to be related to the type of shopper. Pioneer work on 

this field was done by Bellenger, Robertson and Greenberg (1977). Shopping was 

originally seen as pure goal orientated and they were one of the first to indentify two 

types of shoppers; economic (also referred to as "utilitarian" or "goal orientated" in later 

work) and recreational (also called hedonic) shoppers. 

Economic shoppers are typified as people who want to shop efficiently, achieve their goal 

(Kim, 2006) and choose a retail area based on convenience rather than on image factors. 

Therefore, economic shoppers have a strong intention to buy (Kenhove, de Wulf and 

Waterschoot, 1999) and increased purchase likelihood (Dawson, Bush and Stem, 1994) 

(Holbrook and Hirschman, 1982). 
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The recreational shoppers are less likely to have a specific purchase goal in mind. They 

are, in contrast to economic shoppers, influenced by decor, creative merchandising and 

atmosphere. According to Babin, Darden and Griffin (1994) and Donovan et al. (1994) 

the recreational trips contain emotional characteristics which increase the chance of 

unplanned purchasing, liking and increase money and time spending. The motivations of 

such a shopper are determined by Arnold and Reynolds (2003) as being adventure, social, 

gratification, ideas, traditional roles, and value. Furthermore, Williams (1985) typified the 

hedonic shopper as being social; they are more likely to shop with others and enjoy 

giving others advice. 

Eastlick et a1. (1998) added one type of visitor to the types defined by Bellenger et a1. 

(1977). The third type of shopper is a visitor that shops for economic and recreation 

reasons. The group that seeks for both when shopping is the majority of visitors and tends 

to shop longer and spend more money (Bloch, Ridgway and Dawson, 1991). 

2.2 Shopping with a companion 
Tauber (1972) has focused its study more on motivations of shoppers rather than 

segmenting them. He determined multiple motives to shop, divided into two main 

motives; personal and social motives. Personal motives are traditional role playing, 

diversion (a form of recreation; e.g. browsing), self-gratification (e.g. when one is bored), 

learning about new trends, physical exercise and finally, sensory stimulation. Social 

motivations are social experiences outside home, communication with others with similar 

interest, peer group attraction, status and authority, pleasure of bargaining. Jones' results 

(1999) show that social motivation are very important for a satisfying entertaining 

shopping experience. Jones's study shows that more than two-thirds of the factors that 

determine a satisfying entertaining shopping experience were social factors. Shopping to 

socialize with family andlor friends was the most reported social factor in this study. 

According to Nicholls, Roslow and Dublish (1997) and Granbois (1968) there is a 

positive relationship between shopping with a companion and money and time spend in a 

shopping centre. But not every research reports that shopping with a companion indeed 
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increases money and time spend. Other researches also show that there are certain 

advantages to shopping with a companion (e.g. enjoying the presence of others and 

valuing their advice). For example, van Melik, van Aalst and van Weesep (2007) state 

that fun shopping is often done in the company of others and according to Haynes and 

Talpade (1996) there is a positive effect of shopping with a companion on visiting 

entertainment sites 

Prus (1993) argues that a companion in fact could provoke mixed emotions. According to 

Zhuang, Tsang, Zhou and Nicholls (2006) and Buttle (1992), a shopping companion 

could have both positive and negative influences on money spend. A shopping 

companion could have a positive influences if they advice and even persuade someone to 

make a certain purchase. But companions could also critically asses the purchase and 

advice against it. These latter examples can explain why companions could also make 

shopping less pleasurable. Having conflicting viewpoints about a purchase (and being 

persuaded or critiqued) could diminish the shopping pleasure (Prus; Prus and Dawson, 

1991). A shopper could also be concerned about how the companion affects their 

shopping activities. For example, when one is shopping solely to complete a task, a 

companion might affect efficiency. When one is shopping for recreational purposes, a 

person is concerned about the extent the shopping trip is enjoyable with and for the 

companion. When a shopper is alone, he/she experience a lesser need to impress another 

and allow the shopper to follow its natural direction of shopping activity. Apart from that, 

Anic and Radas (2006) state that children have the same influence on behavior as other 

types of shopping companions. 

2.2.1 Group composition 
The composition of the shopping group could make a difference in time spend in a 

shopping centre. Underhil1 (1999) found that women together shop almost twice as long 

as a woman shopping with a man. According to Campbell (1997) people do not like to 

shop with their partner due to a conflict in shopping styles. For example, women like to 

browse more than men; they visit more stores and look at a higher variety of product. On 

the other hand, men will wait until the women are finished and will try to sit somewhere 
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(Underhill, 1999). Otnes and McGrath (2001) discovered that men's and women's 

shopping style actually does not differ that much anymore. Nowadays, men engage in 

browsing activities and sometimes even shop together with other men. 

2.3 Eating motivations 
The motivation for visiting restaurants, cafes and such while shopping (which will be 

further referred to as eating motivation) is another factor that could be influenced by type 

of shopper. 

There are two main reasons why somebody wants to combine consuming food/drinks 

with a shopping trip according to Howard (1993). First of all, consuming food can 

provide the needed break from shopping and/or as conclusion of the trip. Secondly, retail 

areas have a social role in the community (Graham, 1988). Sitting down and consuming 

food provides the possibility to see other people, and to be seen by other people and 

chatting with your companion. 

Sit et al. (2003) even defined six categories of shoppers. One of those categories is the 

serious shopper. This type of shopper sees shopping as a utilitarian function and the main 

reason to consume food is in order to get a break from a shopping and to fulfill their 

physical need for food rather than a means to interact socially. Three other types of 

shoppers (the entertainment, service, and demanding shopper) defined by Sit et al. are 

shoppers that perceive shopping more as entertainment and are more likely to see food 

services as social meeting places. The other two types of shoppers (convenience and 

apathetic shopper) see shopping as fulfilling a chore and are not so likely to seek for 

entertainment and food while shopping. 

2.3.1 Types of bars/cafe people visiting while shopping 
An example where people can fulfill their social needs in a city centre while eating and/or 

drinking is an outdoor cafe. The number and size of outdoor cafes in Utrecht (Oosterman, 

1992) and Copenhagen (Gehl & Gemzoe, 1996) have increased. An explanation could be 
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because people could fulfill every one of the five needs that people seek for in a public 

space defined by Carr, Francis, Rivlin and Stone (1992) there (van Melik et al., 2007). 

The five factors are comfort, relaxation, passive engagement with the environment, active 

engagement with the environment, and discovery. Firstly, comfort refers to the need for 

food, shelter from environmental factors or the feeling of security. Relaxation is the 

psychological need for reduce stress. This can be achieved by enjoying a view. Passive 

engagement with the environment involves an encounter with a setting without becoming 

actively involved. An example is to watch and be watched by other people. Active 

engagement with the environment involves more direct contact with a place and the 

people within. Finally, discovery represents the need that people have for stimulation and 

exploration. An example is watching street theater. Another reason could be, according to 

Montgomery (1997), that outdoor cafes perceived are more elegant than 'normal' cafes. 

Sit et al. (2003) showed that shoppers who see consuming food as a means to get a break 

from shopping, mostly just want to fulfill their physical need rather than interact socially. 

These shoppers do not care so much about atmosphere provided by the food vendor and 

prefers food services that are easily and quickly accessible, such as fast food restaurants. 

2.4 Qualitative study 
Besides a literature study, a qualitative study was conducted in order to investigate which 

factors are of influence on visiting bars, cafes and such while shopping. It is also 

designed to give insight in how these factors affects route choice. 

Data was collected in the city centre of Eindhoven in the first half of July 2008. Three 

interviews were held per types of group (man alone, woman alone, men together, women 

together and a woman with a man). Note that all of the interviewees ate andlor drank 

during their shopping trip and therefore the conclusions will only be applicable for this 

particular group of people. The interviews items were: the reasons to visit bars/cafes and 

such in general, the reasons to visit this barslcafe, and whether and how visiting 

bars/cafes and such influenced their shopping route. Due to its importance the paragraph 
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will begin with the description of how visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping affects 

route choice. 

2.4.1 Influence of visiting bars/cafes on shopping route 
There are two types of influences on route detected. 1. Making a (small) detour. For 

example people searched for or saw a certain street in which they knew was a food/drink 

vendor that could fulfill their need(s). 2. Visiting bars/cafes to eat/drink something is the 

main purpose of the visit. People who want to eat/drink something in the city centre 

design their route in such a way that this goal could be fulfilled. For example people who 

work near the city centre of Eindhoven and were taking a (long) lunch break to be away 

from their daily routines. Those people like to walk around in the centre to be around 

(other) people and to get some fresh air. Every time they are there, they walk more or less 

the same route. The route takes them along some of their favorite food services. Routes 

that were not influenced were mainly because the decision to visit a bars or cafe was 

made when people pass by such a store of their liking. 

2.4.2 Influence of group composition/shopping motivation on eating motivation 
Most of the people who were alone in the city centre had utilitarian motives to shop. For 

example, they only had to pick up an item from a store. As a result, these people did not 

think they were going to visiting a bar or cafe that day. Reasons for people, who shop 

alone to nevertheless do it, were because they realized they had a taste for food or drinks. 

They knew a certain shop that could fulfill their need and fulfill it rather quick. They 

walked directly towards the store and did not stay very long in that store. 

Regardless of group composition, most of the people who went shopping together were 

all having a day out. In every group there was one that had intention to buy something 

and the other was the companion; they enjoyed spending time with each other. When 

people shop together, they both think that they are going to eat/drink something in a 

bar/cafe during their stay, although this agreement is implicit. One of the main reasons 

for people who shop with a companion named to eat/drink was social, like talking to each 
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other and to look at other people. To fulfill those needs most of these people went to an 

outdoor cafe. People who visit outdoor cafes also tended to stay longer in that outlet than 

people who visit other types of food/drink providers. Besides social reason another 

frequently named reason to visit bars/cafes and such was hunger/thirst and time of day 

(coffee and/or lunch time). A visit to the city centre covers a substantial part of the day 

and thus their trip covers certain times of the day on which a person normally eats or 

drinks. 

2.4.3 Weather conditions and length of journey 
Weather conditions also had an influence on the decision where to visit a bar or a cafe. A 

couple of people wanted to sit outside and enjoy the sunshine. Other people adjusted their 

route when it started to rain and visited stores that provided shelter. One of the groups 

went to an indoor food court. A bar/cafe where to eat/drink was chosen on the spot and 

was based on the possibility to sit somewhere where light made it feel just like sitting 

outside. Another couple still visited an outdoor cafe regardless of the rain but sat under a 

screen, so that they could smoke. 

Travel time influenced one of the interviewed group's time when (during the trip) to visit 

bars/cafes and such. The group had to travel some time to reach to the city, during their 

travel they became thirsty, and therefore they started their route with finding a place 

where they could drink a cup of coffee. 

2.5 Quantitative analysis 
Finally, quantitative analyses were conducted in order check the findings of the literature 

and qualitative study and to formulate the hypothesis. The analyses were done with data 

consisting of 759 interviews gathered in March 2007, in the city centre of Eindhoven. 

The 2007 data is a re-measure of the data collected in March 2002 on which the model of 

Borgers and Timmmermans (2004) was based. It was collected with approximately the 

same method; the only difference was that shopping motivation was an item in the 

interview held in 2007. As shopping motivation seemed to be a very important variable 
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for pedestrian behavior this data set and not the data collected in 2002 was chosen to be 

used for the analyses. See appendix 1 for the interview items being used in 2007. 

First, analysis to determine factors that influence the decision to visit bars/cafes and such 

while shopping will be described. In the last parts of the paragraph the factors that 

influence length of shopping trip will be explored. 

2.5.1 Influences on the decision to visit barslcafes and such while shopping 
To answer the question which factors influenced the decision to visit bars/cafes while 

shopping a logistic regression was conducted with 'visited bars/cafes and such while 

shopping' (Yes or No) as dependent variable, see table 2.1 for the results of the analysis. 

The variables that were of significant influence were group composition, shopping 

motivation, planning of route, and day of the week. Although the estimated model 

performed better than the null model (78,1 % against 75,3% of the observations correctly), 

the increase in correctly predicted observations is minor. 

Group composition 

As mentioned before, group composition had a significant influence on the chance that 

people ate/drank something during their shopping trip. Shopping alone is a negative 

predictor of visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping; those people are thus more 

likely to decide not to visit bars/cafes and such while shopping X2(2) = 26,957, P = 0,000) 

Shopping motivation 

People who shop with utilitarian motivations appeared to visit barslcafes while shopping 

less often as people with other shopping motivation (X2(2) = 20,992, p = 0,000). 

Planning of route 

The factor whether a person planned its shopping route had also a significant effect on the 

chance that people combine shopping with visiting barslcafes and such. The results show 

that not planning your route to a large extent increases the chance of visiting barslcafes 

and such while shopping (X2(2) = 10,416, P = 0,005). An explanation could be that 
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pedestrian not planning their route are more likely to have hedonic shopping motivation 

and thus may be more likely to visit bars/cafes and such. 

Day of the week 

Friday or Saturday was the last variable that predicts visiting bars/cafes and such while 

shopping. When people shop on Saturday it is more likely that people will visit bars 

and/or cafes; (X2(1) = 6,323, p = 0,012) 

Table 2.1: Predictors of visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping 

Predictors of visiting bars/cafes and B SE Wald's X2 df P 

such while shopping 

Intercept 0,440 ,410 1,152 ,283 

Alone -1,248 ,333 14,039 ,000 

Companion (without children) -0,242 ,342 ,501 ,479 

Companion (with children) Ob 0 

Hedonic motivation -0,461 ,300 2,362 ,124 

Utilitarian motivation -1,21 ° ,285 17,976 ,000 

Combination of hedonic and 
Ob ° utilitarian motivation 

Route planned to a large 

extent 
-0,735 ,242 9,209 ,002 

Route partly planned -0,052 ,282 ,034 ,853 

Route not planned Ob ° 
Saturday 0,517 ,206 6,301 ,012 

Friday Ob 0 

t> = parameter is redundant 

2.5.2 The influence o/visiting bars/ca/es and such on route choice decisions 
The second quantitative analysis was setup to find out whether visiting bars/cafes has an 

influence on route choice and which other factors do so. 

Factors that are of influence on the time spent in the city centre of Eindhoven 

An univariate ANOV A was conducted with 'length of shopping trip in hours' as 

dependent variable to provide inside in which factors influence time spent in the city 

centre. Independent variables were next to visiting bars/cafes and such, shopping 
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motivation, group composition, planning of shopping route, day of the week, familiarity 

with Eindhoven, and whether lunch hours were included in the trip 

Visiting bars. cafes and such 

Visiting a bar or cafe while shopping did have a 

significantly influence on time spent (F(1,591) = 10,682, 

P = 0,001, r = 0,018). People who visit bars/cafes and 

such while they are shopping stay longer than people 

who do not, see table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 Influence of visiting bars/cafes on shopping trip (in h) 

Visiting bars and cafes Mean Std. Error 

No 1,949 0,076 

Yes 2,262 0,091 

Group composition Table 2.3 Influence of group composition on shopping trip (in h) 

A direct effect of group composition on length of 

shopping trip in hours was found. People who shop 

with a companion spent more time shopping than 

people who shop alone (F(2,591) = 7,236, P = 0,001, 

r = 0,024), see table 2.3. 

Shopping motivation 

Group composition 

Alone 

Companion (without children) 

Mean Std. Error 

1,885 0,073 

2,177 0,084 

2,255 0,136 

Table 2.4 Influence of shopping motivation on length of 

shopping trip (in h) 

Just as group composition, shopping motivation had an 

effect on both the chance of going to bars and cafes and on 

time spent in the city centre of Eindhoven. People who 

shop with a combination of hedonic and utilitarian 

motivation and people who have only hedonic motives 

Shopping motivation 

Hedonic 

Utilitarian 

Combination of both 

Mean Std. Error 

2,389 0,091 

1,701 0,079 

2,227 0,115 

spent more time than people who shop with only utilitarian motives (F(2,591) = 28,284, P 

= 0,000, r = 0,087), see table 2.4. 

Planning of route 
Table 2.5 Influence on planning of route on shopping trip (in h) 

The third factor that had both a main effect on time 

spent and on chance that people combine their 

shopping trip with visiting bars/cafes and such is 

planning of shopping route. People who planned their 

Planning of route 

Planned to a large extent 

Partly planned 

Not lanned 

Mean 

1,785 

2,281 

2,251 

route to a large extent spent significantly less time in the city compared to people who 
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plan their shopping route to a lesser degree (F(2,591) = 16,575, P = 0,000 r = 0,053), see 

table 2.5. A reason for this could be that people who plan their route to a large extent do 

not make unplanned visits. 

Familiarity with Eindhoven Table 2.6 Influence of familiarity with Eindhoven on shopping trip (in h) 

People who were very familiar with 

Eindhoven did not spent as much time in 

the city as people who were not quite so 

familiar with Eindhoven (F(2,591) = 

9,919, p= 0,000, r = 0,032), see table 2.6. 

Familiarity with Eindhoven 

Very familiar with Eindhoven 

Reasonably familiar with Eindhoven 

Not familiar with Eindhoven 

Mean Std. Error 

1,922 0,067 

2,307 0,087 

2,088 0,132 

Lunch hours included in the trip 
Table 2.7 Influence of lunch hours included in the 

trip on length of shopping trip (in h) 

People who shop somewhere between lunch hours spent 

significant more time in the city centre as people who shopped 

outside these hours (F(l,591) = 46,707, p= 0,000, r = 0,073), 

see table 2.7. 

Lunch hours 

No 

Yes 

Mean Std. Error 

1,830 0,076 

2,382 0,083 

Factors that are of influence on distance walked in the city centre of Eindhoven 

To test which factors influence the length of the shopping trip in meters, an univariate 

AN OVA was conducted with 'length of shopping trip in meters' as dependent variable. 

The independent variables were the same as when analyzing time spent. 

Visiting bars, cafes and such wile shopping 

Going to a bar or a cafe to eat/drink: something while 

shopping did significantly influence distance walked 

in the city centre (F(I,580) = 7,548, P = 0,006, r = 

0,013). People who visit bars, cafes and such during 

Table 2.8 Influence of visiting bars/cafes while shopping on 

length of shopping trip (in m) 

Visiting bars and cafes Mean Std. Error 

No 1461,488 48,309 

Yes 1644,328 58,711 

their trip will walk more meters than people who do not, see table 2.8. 
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Group composition Table 2.9 Influence of groUP composition on shoooing trip (in m) 

A direct effect of group composition on 

distance of shopping route was found. People 
Group composition Mean Std. Error 

who shop with a companion (without 
Alone 1460,674 45,530 

52,118 

93,043 

Companion (without children) 1626,947 

children) have a longer shopping route in Companion (with children) 1571,103 

meters than people who shop alone (F(2,580) = 3,703, P = 0,025, r = 0,013) see table 2.9. 

Shopping motivation Table 2.10 Influence of shopping motivation on shopping trip (in m) 

People who shop with utilitarian motivation have a 

shorter shopping route (in meters) than people who 

shop with other types of motivation (F(2,580) = 

5,203, P = 0,006, r = 0,018), see table 2.10. 

Shopping motivation 

Hedonic 

Utilitarian 

Combination of both 

Mean Std. Error 

1616,853 61,029 

1426,227 47,995 

1615,644 76,150 

Planning of route Table 2.11 Influence of planning of route on shopping trip (in m) 

Planning of route had a main effect on length of the 

shopping trip. People who planned their route to a 

large extent walked significantly less meters in the 

city compared to people who did not plan so much 

(F(2,580) = 14,982, P = 0,000, r = 0,049), see table 

2.11. 

Planning of route 

Planned to a large extent 

Partly planned 

Not planned 

Mean Std. Error 

1340,421 56,039 

1671,322 71,467 

1646,981 51,924 

Day of the week 

Table 2.12 Influence of day of the week on length of 

shopping trip (in m) 

Day of the week had a main effect on length of the 

shopping trip in meters. People who shopped on Saturday 

had a significantly longer shopping trip (F( 1 ,580) = 4,441, 

P = 0,036, r = 0,008), see table 2.12. 

2.6 Hypotheses 

Day of the week 

Saturday 

Friday 

Mean Std. Error 

1610,473 51,128 

1495,343 49,441 

The next paragraph will discuss the first hypothesis of this research, which is based on all 

three studies described in the previous paragraphs. The first hypothesis consists of two 

parts. The first part of the hypothesis contains factors that are expected to be of influence 
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on the decision whether to visit bars/cafes while shopping. The second part contains 

information about which factors are expected to be of influence on route choice. 

2.6.1 First hypothesis 
The first factor that is expected to be of influence on visiting bars/cafes and such while 

shopping is shopping with a companion. It is expected that people who shop with a 

companion will go to bars/cafes when shopping more frequently. This notion is supported 

by literature, qualitative, and quantitative analysis. First of all, Sit et aL (2003) showed 

that certain types of shopper (the entertainment, service, and demanding shopper) that 

were meeting friends/family in a shopping centre will eventually also shop for a meaL 

The qualitative analysis showed that people who shop alone did not plan to visit a bar or 

cafe and people who shop with a companion see consuming food/drinks as an integral 

part of their trip and are therefore expected to visit bars/cafes more frequently. However, 

note again that the interviews held in the qualitative analysis were with people who all 

visited bars/cafes during their trip. Finally, the regression model also showed that this 

factor was of influence; it was even the variable with the highest chi-square value. 

Another important factor is shopping motivation. People, who see shopping as utilitarian, 

only want to complete their shopping tasks according to Kim (2006). Similar results were 

found in the qualitative and quantitative analyses; people with utilitarian motives did not 

plan to visit bars/cafes. In other words, consuming food/drinks is not one of the shopping 

tasks. It is therefore expected that people who have a hedonic motivations are more likely 

to consume food than people who see shopping as utilitarian. 

Shopping with a companion could have an influence on shopping motivation. Van Melik 

et al. (2007) stated that when people are shopping alone they tend to see shopping more 

as utilitarian and when shopping with companions they see shopping more as fun 

(hedonic). It could, however, also be the other way around; when a person wants to have 

fun while shopping, he/she probably will ask a companion to join. 
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A chi square analysis on the data of 2004 showed that there is indeed a relation between 

the two factors; people who shop alone or shop with a companion with children are more 

likely to go to the city centre of Eindhoven with a utilitarian motivation whereas they are 

less likely as expected to go with hedonic motivations. The opposite was found for people 

who shop with a companion but without children (X2(4, N = 736) = 44,142, P = 0,000), 

see table 2.13. 

Table 2.13 Frequencies table of group composition per shopping motivation 

Hedonic Utilitarian Combination of 

both 

Alone Count 68 235 50 

Ex~ected Count 95!8 209,3 47,9 

Companion (without children) Count 91 92 27 

Ex~ected Count 57,0 124,5 28,5 

Companion (with children) Count 9 40 7 

Ex~ected Count 15,2 33,2 7,6 

Total Count 168 367 84 

When the decision to consume food is made, how could it affect route choice? Qualitative 

results showed that people will look for links with bars and cafes when they made a 

decision to eat/drink something. Next to this, visiting restaurants, cafes and such while 

shopping also has a positive influence on the length of stay according to Shim and 

Eastlick (1998) and Howard (1993). Results of the quantitative analysis show support for 

this latter finding but also showed a positive effect on length of shopping trip in meters. 

However, this analysis also showed that the variables shopping companion and shopping 

motivation not only had a main effect on the decision to consume food/drink while 

shopping but also on length of shopping trip in both time and meters. 

Whether visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping is a mediator of the two variables 

was tested by comparing the results of the ANOVA's on distance of the shopping route 

and time spent with shopping motivation and group composition as the only two variables 

with the results of the ANOVA's with visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping as the 

third variable. 
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Visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping appeared to be a partial mediator of shopping 

motivation and group composition on distance of the shopping route. The analysis with 

only two variables showed that shopping motivation (F(2,595) = 13,866, P = 0,000) as 

well as group composition had a main effect on distance (F(2,595) = 10,596, p = 0,000). 

When visiting bars, cafes and such was added as a variable, all three variables had a main 

effect on distance; shopping motivation (F(2,594) = 9,468, P = 0,000), group composition 

(F(2,594) = 6,806, P = 0,001) and visiting bars/cafes and such (F(I,594) = 13,314, P = 
0,000). 

The variable visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping is also a partial mediator on 

total time spent in the city centre. The first analysis showed that both shopping 

motivation (F(2,61O) = 51,725, P = 0,000) and group composition (F(2,61O) = 11,029, P = 
0,000) had a main effect on total time spent. When visiting bars, cafes and such (F(l,609) 

= 20,493, P = 0,000) was added as a variable; both shopping motivation (F(2,609) = 
38,392, P = 0,000) and group composition (F(2,609) = 6,413, P = 0,002) remained to have 

main effects on total time spent. 

To summarize; the first hypothesis is thus; when somebody shops with a companion 

andlor has a hedonic shopping motivation it is more likely that somebody will consume 

food during the shopping trip. People who consume food during the trip are expected to 

be more attracted to links with cafes/bars and such and have a longer shopping route qua 

distance and time. Finally, it is expected that consuming food while shopping is a partial 

mediator of shopping motivation and group composition on route choice. See figure 2.1 

for a graphical representation of hypothesis 1. 

Shopping 
companion 

Shopping 
motivation 

Figure 2.1: Hypothesis 1 

Visiting bars/cafe 
while shopping 
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2.6.2 Second hypothesis 
The participants of the qualitative study named several reasons for visiting bars/cafes to 

eat/drink something while shopping. The answers ranged from being hungry till wanting 

to smoke. 

The reasons why people want to eat or drink while shopping are expected to be 

influenced by whether a person shops alone and/or by its shopping motivation. Sit et al. 

(2003) stated that when people, who see shopping as utilitarian, consume food, they 

prefer food services that are quickly accessible. In other words, they see it as a means to 

fulfill their need for food and thus have utilitarian eating motives. On the other hand, 

people who shop for fun are more likely to see food as a way to act social; hedonic eating 

motivation. The notion of Sit et al. is supported by the results of the qualitative analysis. 

So, it is expected that people who see shopping as hedonic are more likely to consume 

food to fulfill their hedonic needs. 

It was expected that people who want to fulfill social needs by eating/drinking during 

shopping are more likely than people who have utilitarian eating motives to go to social 

settings such as outdoor cafes, so they can watch and be watched by others there. But 

because most type of food/drink vendors could fulfill both hedonic and utilitarian eating 

motivations, type of food/drink vendor is not included in the hypothesis. For example, 

People could grab a fast snack but also sit down and see and been seen by other people at 

a fast food restaurant like McDonalds. 

Eating motivation was not an item that was asked in the interviews held in the studies of 

Borgers and Timmermans (2004) and therefore there are no quantitative results on this 

topic yet. 

The second hypothesis is: when somebody shops with a companion and/or has a hedonic 

shopping motivation it is more likely that somebody wi1l have a hedonic eating 

motivation, see figure 2.2. 
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Shopping 
companion 

Shopping 
motivation 

Figure 2.2: Hypothesis 2 

2.6.3 Third hypothesis 

Eating 
motivation 

The time in the trip when to visit barslcafes and such is, according to the qualitative 

analysis, influenced again by shopping with a companion andlor shopping motivation. 

People who shop with otherslhave a hedonic shopping motivation and spend a whole day 

in the centre are expected to be more likely to visit barslcafes at a predetermined time of 

the day (lunchtime for example), which will be in the middle of their trip. Note that the 

exact time when a person visited bars/cafes while shopping could not be determined from 

the quantitative data, which leaves the hypothesis untested. Figure 2.3 is a graphical 

representation of this hypothesis. 

Shopping 

companion ~---------------_J '-----z-----' When to eat 

Shopping 
motivation 

Figure 2.3: Hypothesis 3 

2.7 Summary 

strategy 

In this paragraph the three hypotheses will be summarized. First, it is expected that when 

somebody shops with a companion andlor has a hedonic shopping motivation it is more 

likely that he/she will visit bars/cafes while shopping. People who consume food during 

the trip are expected to be more attracted to links with cafeslbars and such and have a 

longer shopping route. 
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Furthermore. it is expected that when somebody shops with a companion and/or has a 

hedonic shopping motivation it is more likely that they also have hedonic eating 

motivations and that people who shop with otherslhave hedonic shopping motivations are 

expected to be more likely to visit bars!cafes and such in the middle of their trip. 
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3 Borgers and Timmermans' (2004) model 

With discussing the second and third research question in the previous chapter, one 

research question remains to be unspoken; why do the results of Borgers and 

Timmerrnans (2004) show that people avoided streets with cafes, bars and such. To 

examine if and why people actually avoided these streets, the model and its data is 

analyzed in depth. 

Borgers and Timmerman (2004) developed a model with as main principle choices that 

pedestrians make on a link of the network of downtown retail areas. This model is based 

on a couple of assumptions. First, it assumes that the goal of a pedestrian is unknown. It 

is assumed that pedestrians visit a downtown retail area for shopping, to stroll and other 

reasons. Secondly, it is assumed that people enter the downtown area at a single entry 

link (for example near a car park, a train station etcetera). Note that an entry link is just 

another link of the network. From that point forward people must choose an adjacent link 

to advance with his/her route, see figure 3.1. People will continue this choice process 

until they reach back to his/her entry link. It is thus assumed that the routes of pedestrians 

are circular. 

.-\It.6 Alt •• 

Alt. 

AlI . .t Ait.3 

Figure 3. I Possible adjacent links (Peeters. 2008) 

Variables 

The decision which adjacent links that will be chosen next, depends on several variables; 

distance, history of the trip, visibility, tenant mix, and physical characteristics 
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Distance 

One of the most important variables of the model is 'Distance' traversed from starting 

link until current link. In the beginning of the trip pedestrians will have the urge to 

distance themselves from their starting link. After a certain amount of meters ("T"; an 

average threshold, which has to be estimated), the pedestrian has an increasing desire to 

return to hislher starting point. The distance variable can be determined by using the 

following formula: 

Distance = distend * (1-( distbegIT)) 

"Distend" is the shortest distance via alternative link from current link towards the 

starting link and "distbeg" is the distance traversed from the entry point until the current 

link. "Distance" has a negative value if "distbeg" has a higher value than threshold T. 

The last variable related to distance is "Stop alternative". This variable represents the 

probability that a route could be finished. Every time a pedestrian encounters an adjacent 

link that is (near) hislher starting point, he/she has the possibility to end the route. The 

probability that he/she ends the route increases as the shopping trip gets longer. 

History of the trip 

There are three variables (,Passed before once', 'Passed before twice', and 'Passed before 

more than twice') defined that indicate whether a pedestrian has passed a link before. 

'Passed before once' indicates whether the alternative link has been passed once before 

(if yes, 'Passed before once' is one, otherwise it is zero). 'Passed before twice' and 

'Passed before more than twice' show if the link has been passed two (,Passed before 

twice') or three times (or more) (,Passed before more than twice') before. Pedestrians are 

expected to dislike links that they have passed before. But it is nevertheless possible that 

people walk back to the entry link the same way they walked to their current position. In 

that case, passing a link for the second time does not cause a negative value. 
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Visibility 

It is expected that visibility had an influence on the attractiveness of a link. Golledge 

(1999) state that if pedestrians see a long line of street segments it will increase the 

probability that they will choose this link. Whyte (1980) also thinks that sightlines are 

important and states that when people do not see certain links they will simply not use 

them. Links situated along the same line, represents the length of sight. The variable 

"Length of line of sight" represents the length of sight 

Tenant mix 

Another very important variable that influences the decision to choose one link over 

another is the supply of shops in that link. The attraction of a link that can be chosen is 

expected to increase with the floor space of shops (outlets) in that 1ink and with the 

accessibility from this link of shops in other links. When the floor space of shops is 

higher in one link, the tendency of pedestrians being drawn towards this link will also 

increase. Accessibility of the shops are also of influence; if a link provides better access 

to a lot of shops than the other links, this link is expected to be chosen more. 

The variables are: Shop daily products, Shops fashion, Shops electronics, audio, and 

video, Shop other shops, Shop department stores, Shop restaurants & cafes, and Shops 

services. Note that some types of shops are merged into groups to get significant 

parameters. The floor space of a certain type of shop is calculated by summing up the 

amount floor space of these types of shops in a link. Note that due to the lack of 

information about the floor space of bars and restaurant, the floor space of these types of 

shops was set to a default value of 100m2• Accessibility (for a particular type of shops) is 

defined as the floor space in a link, divided by the distance to that link from the link 

under consideration, summed over all links not being the link under consideration. 

Physical characteristics 

Finally, there are a series of variables that are related to the physical characteristics of a 

link. The variables are: Traffic, Along a square, Crossing a square, Indoor, Through shop, 

and Stairway indoor. 
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3.1 Multinomiallogit model 2004 
Borgers and Timmermans (2004) used a multinomiallogit model in their study. 

According to this model, the probability that a link will be chosen from a set of adjacent • 

links depends on the utility of the alternatives. The utility of a link consists of a structural 

and a random part. The structural utility deals with the characteristics of each alternative, 

link and the individual. This type of utility is a weighted sum of the characteristics of the 

alternative. The weights of the utility can be estimated from observed choices, which can 

be used to predict the probability that each of the adjacent links will be chosen. The 

random part is added to take biases due to differences in individuals and moments into 

account. 

The probability an alternative is chosen does not depend on the absolute value of the 

utility of this alternative. It depends on the differences between the utilities of the 

available alternatives. In other words, the ratio between the probabilities of two 

alternatives only depends on the difference between the utilities of these alternatives. In 

formula: 

Pi(jICj) = The chance that an individual i chooses alternative j out of the set of alternatives 

Vij = The utility of alternative j for individual i 

Vim = The utility of alternative m (m refers to every alternative) 

Cj = the set of alternatives individual i can choose from at his current location. 

Vjj is calculated by the following formula: 

Vij = :E~kXjjk 

~k = The parameter for characteristic k 

Xijk ::::: The extent a characteristic k of alternative j scores for an individual i 

The software package Limdep has been used to statistically estimate parameters for each 

variable. Limdep estimates the parameters such that the probabilities of the chosen 
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alternatives are maximized. This is called maximum likelihood estimation. The log 

likelihood is a measure of how precise the model re-predicts observed behavior. 

Parameters which do not differ significant from zero shall be removed from the model. 

Model validation 

To determine whether the model is usable for data analyses, the model is being validated. 

Rh02 is the representation of the fit of the model ; it shows to what extent the log

likelihood of the model with the estimated parameters is better or worse in comparison 

with the model in which all of the parameters are set to zero. When all parameters are set 

to zero, the probability that alternatives are chosen is uniform distributed (equal chances). 

Rh02 ranges from 0 till 1 and the rule "higher is better" is applicable. Hendriks and Ottens 

(1997) argue that a model with a Rh02 higher than 0.2 reflects an acceptable model, when 

Rh02 is higher than 0.4 it is even called an excellent model. In formula, Rh02 is: 

Rh02= 1 - LL(~) / LL(O) 

LL(~) is the log likelihood of the model with estimated parameters, whereas LL(O) is the 

log likelihood of the zero-model. 

Network 

To predict the routes, the link to link network of 

Eindhoven is seen in figure 3.2, has been used in 

the analyses. This network is simpler than the 

network the participant used for their route. 

Because participants for example indicated that 

they made a turn within a link the network required 

a lot of nodes. But these details make predicting 

routes more difficult. Note that a definite turn 

within the network is still registered when the 

participant leaves the link at the same side as he/she 

entered it. A simpler link to link network is defined 
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in which visiting a link is a variable which wi1l be noted as number of times a person has 

visited the link or as a 0 as he/she did not visit the link. Because of this, the intensity on 

every links can be shown. An additional advantage is that it shows the most important 

choice moments while shopping in Eindhoven. 

3.2 Data 
Borgers and Timmermans (2004) conducted interviews in two cities in the Netherlands; 

Maastricht and Eindhoven. The main focus in this paragraph will be on the data gathered 

in Eindhoven because that is the same town my study will be in, which makes the results 

comparable. 

Borgers and Timmermans (2004) collected their data by personal interviewing people 

that were leaving the city centre. Interviews are a relative easy and quick method to 

gather data. Besides, it has the advantage to connect the route with attributes of people. 

Research from Hill (1984) showed that participants are reasonably well in recalling their 

route. But Brown (1992) states that this form of gathering data might be unreliable, 

because people have the tendency to forget (parts of) their route very quickly. If a trained 

interviewee takes the participants step by step through their route, this might be counted 

for. A detailed map of the environment with landmarks might also help participants to 

recall their route. 

The interview items consisted of personal characteristics, time spent, group composition, 

and goal of visit. Next, the participants were asked to draw their route and to name every 

outlet visited. Data of 848 participants was collected on Fridays and Saturdays. See table 

3.1 for the results of the multinomiallogit model. The Rh02 of the model is 0,273 which 

reflect an acceptable model. 
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Table 3.1: Results of the original multinomiallogit model for Eindhoven 

Variable Parameter Sig 

Distance traversed from starting link until current link .72549586 .0000 
Stop alternative (=1 jf there is a possibility to finish the route) .04333585 .0000 
Passed before once .25944883 .0000 
Passed before twice -.46868905 .0000 
Passed before more than twice -.98721372 .0011 
Turn in current link (=1 if Yes) -4.05117647 .0000 
Length of line of sight .12763288 .0000 
Shop daily products -.00030728 .0001 
Shop fashion .00015158 .0000 
Shop department stores .2477870-04 .0000 
Shop other shops .00015288 .0000 
Shops electronics, audio, and video .1226820-04 .6863 
Shops services .4442440-04 .3954 
Shop restaurants & cafes -.00030641 .0000 
Traffic -.40477859 .0000 
Indoor -.19988550 .0049 
Stairway indoor -2.59405683 .0000 
Through shop .09991763 .0959 
Along a square -.69224466 .0000 
Crossing a square -.85905896 .0000 

As table 3.1 shows that the distance related variable is, as expected, positive. The 

parameter of the 'Turn in current link' variable is negative, also as assumed. 

The variable 'Passed before once' is positive, which means that it contributes in a 

positive way to the probability the concerning alternative (a link which has been passed 

before) will be chosen. Whereas, the variables 'Passed before twice' and 'Passed before 

twice or more' are negative which means that people dislike to pass a link twice or more. 

'Length of line of sight' is positive which means that people prefer to walk through links 

with a long line of sight. This represents the phenomenon of people who tend to walk 

straight ahead instead of making a turn. 

Supply of shops influences the choice for links. Note the negative sign for the 'Shop 

restaurants & cafes' parameter, which means that bars/cafes and such have a negative 

impact on the utility of links (and thus on the probability of links to be chosen). Shops 

that offer daily product have a similar influence. Shops that offer fashion, are department 
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store, and other types of shops have a positive influences on choosing link with these 

types of shops 

Almost the whole series of variables that represent physical characteristics of a link 

appear to have a negative effect on the utility of links. People do not prefer to shop 

indoor, go on links that allow traffic, and cross or go along a square. 

Monte Carlo simulation 

To simulate the routes the Monte Carlo method is used. This method uses the 

alternatives ' probabilities of being chosen predicted by the model with the estimated 

parameters. By drawing a random number between null and one, the alternative with that 

number in its range (in the cumulative distribution) will be chosen. 

Figure 3.3 shows an example of a choice set of 6 alternatives. The probabilities of the 

alternatives are cumulative. In this example the 

random number 0,2 is drawn. This number means 

a choice for the second alternative (which had a 

chance of 0,3) . For each pedestrian, this process 

of selecting alternative links continues until the 

starting position is reached again. The Monte 

Carlo method increases in power with the number 

of iterations. 
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See figure 3.4a and b for the observed and simulated link loadings of Eindhoven 2004. 

Figure 3.4a: Observed link loadings of Eindhoven 2004 3.4b: Simulated link loadings (Borgers and Timmermans, 2004) 

3.3 Improvements to the model 
The model of Borgers and Timmerrnans (2004) predicted that people avoid streets with 

bars and cafes because this variable has a negative value. A couple of aspects were found 

that might explain why. 

First of all, the model did not take account for the fact that certain stores, like department 

stores, also offer food and drinks to consumers; these stores might have an inside 

restaurant. If the model is adjusted so that the corresponding floor space is attributed to 

the 'Shop restaurants & cafes' variable, the value of this variable in the particular link 

will increase. Then if a person chooses that link it will also be partly because of bars and 

cafes in that link, which result in a higher (and maybe positive) parameter for this 

variable. 

There were 3 department shops in the city centre of Eindhoven that supplied food/drinks 

as well. The second biggest department store (Vroom & Dreesman) even used more than 

a quarter of its floor space to supply food/drinks. One adjustment to the model of Borgers 

and Timmermans (2004) thus could be to adapt the floor space of those shops into two 

variables ("department stores" and "restaurants and bars"). Similar adjustments could be 
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made for Bijenkorf and HEMA (both department stores), C&A (a clothing shop), and 

Jamin (daily products). 

3.3.1 How much of the people actually ate/drank while shopping? 
Another reason why people avoided streets could be that people who shop in Eindhoven 

do not seem to visit bars/cafes and such very often. In Eindhoven only in 22% of the 

interviews people reported that they visited a bar or cafe and when group size was taken 

into account this is approximately 25%. Data from SchOlvinck (2005) show that almost 

half of the people (46,8%) that go to a city centre in the Randstad, the Netherlands, 

combine their trip with visiting a cafe, lunchroom, cafeteria/snack bar andlor restaurant. 

Eastlick et al. (1998) and Bloch et al (1994) also found that a major proportion of all mall 

visitors have a full meal or snack. One has to note that the retail areas in Eindhoven and 

the Randstad have a different image which will attract different types of visitors. Another 

note is that the data of Eastlick et aI., (1998) and Bloch et al. (1994) are based on 

American malls, which are very different from the mainly outdoor city centre of 

Eindhoven, the Netherlands. However, the difference in percentage remains to be 

remarkably high. 

A possible explanation for this difference in percentage is, as stated by Howard (1993), 

that people might take this form of leisure (ambient) for granted. During the interviews 

the participants were not explicitly asked whether they ate or drank during the trip and as 

a result they might have forgotten that they did this. Not explicitly asking whether the 

participants ate or drank during the trip has a second downside; participants might have 

got the impression that the goal of the research was to find out which stores they visited 

and let out visiting bars and cafes. 

3.3.2 Division of participants 
Another reason for the difference in percentage is that the division of participants used in 

the research was not optimal. The division of participants of the study of Borgers and 

Timmermans (2004) was compared to the division of participants found by students for 
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the course research methodology in 200412005. Each student was asked to observe 

pedestrian groups in the city centre of Eindhoven for 1 hour and register the composition 

of each group. In total 164226 pedestrian groups were observed, which makes it a very 

reliable division. 

A chi square analysis showed that mainly too few people who were shopping with a 

companion (without children) and too much people who were shopping alone were 

interviewed in the study of Borgers and Timmermans (2004). The proportion of people 

that shop with a companion in the study of Borgers and Timmermans was 36,4% whereas 

it is 44,6% in the dataset of the students. Since it was expected that people who shop with 

a companion will visit bars/cafes while shopping more frequently, this is likely to be a 

reason. The difference in division is significant: X2 (2, N = 165023) = 22,33, p = 0,000, 

see table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Group composition in number (and in percentage) per dataset 

Borgers and Students' dataset Total 
Timmermans' dataset 

Alone 416 (52,2%) 73574 (44,8%) 73990 
Companion (without children) 290 (36,4%) 73305 (44,6%) 73595 

Companion (with children) 91 (11,4%) 17347 (10,6%) 17438 
Total 797 (100%) 164226 (100%) 165023 

3.4 Conclusions 
To conclude, the model could benefit from three improvements, which is ground to 

conduct a new study: 

The first improvement is an adaption of the division of participants. Not enough people 

who shop with a companion joined the investigation. The results from the studies in the 

previous chapter show that when people are shopping with companions the chance is 

higher that they eventually will consume food/drinks while shopping. 

Another improvement is to explicitly ask whether participants visit bars/cafes that day 

while shopping. People might have forgotten that they were visit bars/cafes to eat or drink 

during the trip and therefore let out visiting shops like bars and cafes. Items that could be 
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asked in new interviews could be whether they ate/drank, if they ate/drank as much as 

planned, where they ate, the (general) eating motivation, and whether it affected their 

shopping route. Another interesting item is to control whether pedestrian indeed 

consciously avoided streets with bars and cafes. 

A third improvement is adaptation of assigning floor space of inside restaurants towards 

bars/cafes. A model with the adapted floor space has been executed already but the 

results only showed to be marginally different, see table 3.3 for the results. The floor 

spaces of the 5 stores that also supply food/drink was automatically set to 100m2 because 

every other bars/cafes in the original model was also appointed a floor space of 100m2
• 

The rest of the floor space remained to be floor space appointed to the variable 

"department store", "daily products" or "fashion". 

3.4.1 Adaptation offloor space 
From table 3.3 one can conclude that adapting of floor space did not have big effects on 

the value of the parameters; it did raise the value for the parameter restaurants and cafes, 

nevertheless, the value remained to be negative. Note that the parameter for departments 

store, daily products, and fashion has changed a little to compensate for its loss of floor 

space. Not surprisingly, both models have approximately the same fit; the Rh02 for the 

adapted model is 0,272, whereas the original model has a Rh02 of 0,273. 
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Table 3.3 Results of the multinomiallogit model with adapted floor space 

Variable Parameter original Parameter adapted Sig 
model model 

Oistance .72549586 .72796169 .0000 
Stop alternative .04333585 .04335752 .0000 
Passed before once .25944883 .26559959 .0000 
Passed before twice -.46868905 -.46333725 .0000 
Passed before more than twice -.98721372 -.97936311 .0012 
Turn in current link -4.05117647 -4.04552981 .0000 
Length of line of sight .12763288 .12441408 .0000 
Shop daily products -.00030728 -.00032095 .0000 
Shop fashion .00015158 .00015451 .0000 
Shop department stores .2477870-04 .2736600-04 .0000 
Shop other shops .00015288 .00014959 .0000 
Shops electronics, audio, and video .1226820-04 -.3537600-05 .9071 
Shops services .4442440-04 .1248070-04 .8117 
Shop restaurants & cafes -.00030641 -.00027657 .0000 
Traffic -.40477859 -.40388005 .0000 
Indoor -.19988550 -.21716981 .0028 
Stairway indoor -2.59405683 -2.61255686 .0000 
Through shop .09991763 .09383972 .1171 
Along a square -.69224466 -.71363915 .0000 
Crossing a square -.85905896 -.89282502 .0000 
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4 Results of the interviews held in 2008 

A new comparison study has been conducted based on the model of Borgers and 

Timmermans (2004) to determine whether the proposed adaptations had its effect. In this 

chapter the results of this study, held in NovemberlDecember 2008, will be described. 

First, some general information about the data is provided. Second, the results of the 

analyses to test the hypotheses 1,2 and 3 will be described in that order. Furthermore, 

results of analysis on other interview items will be covered. See appendix 2 for the 

interview items being used in the new study. 

People were interviewed at exit point of the city centre of Eindhoven and were leaving 

the city. Data was collected in November and December 2008 in 5 weeks time on 

Wednesdays till Saturdays between 9:00 and 18:00. Monday and Tuesday were left out 

because on Monday the city opens later and on Tuesday there is a market in the city 

centre. Compared to the data collection done in the study of Borgers and Timmermans 

(2004), I collected more data on weekdays and not on Friday evening. The main reason 

for this was that data collected on this evening is difficult to compare with other days. 

During the days of the interviews, weather conditions were quite average for the time of 

the year. Temperature ranged from 3 till 11 degrees Celsius. It rained on three of the 

days. 

In total, 200 interviews were held. Since the average group size was 1,6 person per 

interview, the study consists of 320 participants. Response rate was about 25%. Table 4.1 

represents gender and age distributions of the participants. 

Table 4.1: Gender and age in number and in percentage 

Male 
Female 

Children < 18 years 
18-55 years 
> 55 ears 

Total 

136 (42,5%) 
159 (49,7%) 
25 (7,8%) 

232 (72,5%) 
63 19,7% 

320 
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Average length of the shopping trip was approximately 1 hour and 30 minutes and 1245 

meters long. These numbers are somewhat lower than found in 2004. However, 

participants visited more shops on average, see table 4.2. 

Table 4.2: Average length of shopping trip and shops visited per dataset 

Length of shopping trip (in h) 
Length of shopping trip (in m) 
Shops visited 

Dataset 2008 

Mean 
1,51 

1245,28 
3,24 

4.1 Division of participants 

Borgers and 
Timmermans' dataset 

Mean 
1,76 
1180 
2,90 

In the previous chapter, the division of participants of the research of Borgers and 

Timmermans (2004) differed from the division of people who visit the city centre of 

Eindhoven. The data gathered in 2008 worked with a more reliable division of 

participants. A chi square analysis showed that the division of participants of 2008 did 

not differ significantly from the division found by students in the research methodology 

course; X2(2, N = 164426) = 1,41, p = 0,494, see table 4.3. 

Table 4.3: Division of participants division in number (and in percentage) per dataset 

Dataset 2008 Students' dataset Total 
Alone 97 (48,5%) 73574 (44,8%) 73671 

Companion (without children) 81 (40,5%) 73305 (44,6%) 73386 
Companion (with children) 22 (11,0%) 17347 (10,6%) 17369 

Total 200 (100%) 164226 (100%) 164426 

4.1.1 Percentage of people who visited bars!cafes and such while shopping 
The use of division of participant was named as a possible reason why not a lot of people 

visited bars/cafes while shopping in the study of Borgers and Timmermans (2004). The 

results of the study done in 2008, with the adapted division of participant, show that when 

group size was taken into account 49,4% of the people who went shopping in Eindhoven 

also ate/drank something. This is even a higher percentage than found in the Randstad 

(46,8%) by SchOlvinck (2005). Compared to the data gathered in 2004 this is almost a 

doubling, which is a doubling quite an improvement. 
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4.2 Influences on the decision to visit bars/cafes and such while shopping 
In this paragraph the factors that influence the decision to go to bars/cafes and such while 

shopping will be explored. As stated in the first part of hypothesis 1 it is expected that 

next to companionship also shopping motivation of the participants is of influence on the 

decision to visit bars/cafes during their stay in the city centre of Eindhoven. 

A logistic regression was conducted with 'visited bars/cafes and such while shopping' 

(Yes or No) as dependent variable to determine the influencing factors. Independent 

variables were next to shopping motivation, group composition, planning of shopping 

route, traveling distance towards the centre of Eindhoven, weekdays or Saturdays, and 

whether lunch hours (12.00-13.30) were included in the trip. The model including these 

variables predicts behavior pretty well (77,5% of the cases right), whereas the null model 

predicted only 59,2% right, see table 4.5. 

Group composition 

As expected, group composition had a significant influence on whether a participant 

ate/drank something during their shopping trip. Shopping alone and shopping with 

children are negative predictors of visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping; X2(2) = 
14,983, P = 0,001), see table 4.4. 

Shopping motivation 

Also as expected, shopping motivation had an effect on visiting bars, cafes and such 

while shopping. People who shop with utilitarian motivation are less likely to visit bars, 

cafes and such while shopping. (x-,2(2) = 10,324, P = 0,006), see table 4.4. 

Planning of route 

Whether a person planned its shopping route had, next to shopping motivation and group 

composition, also a significant influence on the decision to combine shopping with 

visiting bars/cafes. People who planned their route to a large extent were less likely to 

visit bars/cafe and such while shopping than people who did not. (X2(2) = 9,995, p = 

0,007), see table 4.4. 
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Lunch hours included in the trip 

The variable whether a person shops within lunch hours is the last predictor of whether a 

person combines shopping with visiting bars/cafes or not (X2(1) = 8,114, P = 0,004). 

People who where shopping when it was lunchtime ate/drink something more frequently 

while shopping than people who shopped outside these hours, see table 4.4. 

Table 4.4: Predictors of visiting bars/ cafes and such while shopping 

B SE Wald's :Je df ~ 

Interce t 1,712 ,537 10,168 1 ,001 
Lunch hours; Yes 1,237 ,445 7,743 1 ,005 
Lunch hours; No Ob 0 
Hedonic motivation -0,734 ,622 1,393 1 ,238 
Utilitarian motivation -1,604 ,513 9,797 1 ,002 
Combination of hedonic and utilitarian motivation Ob 0 
Route planned to a large extent -1,616 ,529 9,323 1 ,002 
Route partly planned -0,484 ,503 ,924 1 ,336 
Route not lanned Ob 0 
Alone -1,774 ,489 13,162 1 ,000 
Shopping companion (with children) -1,272 ,649 '3,846 1 ,050 
Sho in com anion without children Ob 0 

= parameter is redundant 

Table 4 5 Classification table '. 
Predicted 

Observed No Yes Percent Correct 

No 80 20 80,0% 

Yes 18 51 73,9% 

Overall Percentage 58,0% 42,0% 77,5% 

Conclusion 

The main conclusion that could be drawn from the results of the logistic regression is that 

the variables shopping motivation and shopping companion had as expected a significant 

influence, see figure 4.1 for a graphical representation. 

Shopping 
companion 

Shopping 
motivation 

p=0,006 

Visiting bars/cafe 
while shopping 

Figure 4.1: Factors that influence visiting bars/cafes and such 
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4.3 Influence of visiting bars/cafes while shopping on length of the shopping trip 
The second part of the first hypothesis was setup to find out whether visiting bars/cafes 

has an influence on route choice. It was expected that people who visited bars/cafes 

during the trip have a longer shopping route qua distance and time. The same effects on 

length of shopping route are expected for people who shop with a companion and/or have 

a hedonic shopping motivation. 

4.3.1 Factors that are of influence on length of the shopping trip in meters 
To test these expectations, an univariate ANOV A was conducted with 'distance in 

meters' as dependent variable. Independent vaIiables were next to visiting bars and cafes 

and such, shopping motivation, and group composition; planning of shopping route, 

whether it was weekend, whether people were inhabitants of Eindhoven, and lunch hours 

included in the trip. 

I 
500 

I 

Visiting bars, cafes and such wile shopping 

Visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping 

was the most important main effect found on 

distance; it significantly positively influenced 

distance walked in the ci ty centre (F(1 ,156) = 
19,442, P = 0,000, r = 0,111). People who visit 

bars, cafes and such during their trip have a 

longer shopping route than people who do not. 

This result confirms hypothesis 1, see figure 

4.2. 
Ho ies 
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Planning of route 

The second factor that had a main effect on 

distance is 'planning of shopping route'. People 

who did not plan their route largely had a 

significant longer shopping route than people 

who planned their shopping route to a large 

extent (F(2,156) = 4,216, p = 0,016, r = 0,051), 

see figure 4.3. 

I 
500 

I 

P3Itrv ptnloeod 

Planning of route 

I 

I lot pbnrlM 

Figure 4.3: Planning of route and the influence it has on distance 

of the shopping trip 

Lunch hours included in the trip 

E . 500 

~ 
I 

.. 
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The third and last main effect on distance of the 

shopping route is whether lunch hours were 

included in the trip. People who were in the city 

centre of Eindhoven at lunch time have a longer 

route in the city centre than people who shop 

outside lunch hours; (F(1, 156) = 6,136, p = 
0,014, r = 0,038), see figure 4.4. 

li 
~ 1000 I 

No 

Lunch hours includ@d in the trip 

Figure 4.4: Lunch hours included in the trip and the influence it has 

on distance of the shopping trip 

4.3.2 Factors that are of influence on the time spent in the city centre of 
Eindhoven 

An univariate ANOV A was conducted with 'time spent' (in hours) as dependent variable 

to test the expectation that people who visit bars/cafes and such during the trip spent more 

time in the city centre. The independent variables were the same ones as those used when 

analyzing length of the shopping route in meters. 

Four factors proved to have a direct significant effect on time spent in the city centre; 

Visiting bars, cafes and such, shopping motivation, planning of route, and lunch hours 

included in the trip. 
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Visiting bars, cafes and such 

Visiting bars/cafe and such while shopping 

significantly influenced time spent in the city 

centre (F(l, 156) = 23,163, P = 0,000, r = 
0,129), which is as expected in hypothesis 1, 

see figure 4.5. 

Shopping motivation 

The second variable that was of influence on 

time spent was shopping motivation. People 

who shop with a combination of hedonic and 

utilitarian motivation and people who have 

only hedonic motives spent significantly more 

time in the centre than people with only 

utilitarian shopping motives (F(2,156) = 
2,945, P = 0,056, r = 0,036), see figure 4.6. 

This is in accordance with the first hypothesis . 

Planning of route 

People who planned their route to a large 

extent spent significantly less time in the city 

in comparison to people who plan their 

shopping route to a lesser degree (F(2,156) = 
6,487, p = 0,002, r = 0,077), see figure 4.7 . 
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Figure 4.6: Shopping motivation and its intluence on time spent in the 

citv centre 
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Lunch hours included in the trip 

The last but not least factor that had a main 

effect on time spent is whether lunch hours 

were included in the trip. People who were in 

the city centre of Eindhoven somewhere 

between 12.00 and 13.30 spent more time in 

this centre; (F( 1,156) = 22,183, P = 0,000, r = 
0,124), see figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4 ,8: Lunch hours included in the trip and the intluencc it has on 

time spent in hours 

4.3.3 Factors that are of influence on the time spent in the city centre of 
Eindhoven excluding the time that was spent in a bar or cafe 
To test whether the extra time spent on shopping in the city because visiting bars/cafes is 

not solely spent in bars and cafes, the time that a person spent in bars/cafes is excluded 

from the total time spent. A univariate ANOV A was conducted with time spent 

(excluding the time spent in bars/cafes) in hours as dependent variable. Independent 

variables were kept the same. 

Three out of the previous found four significant factors had again a direct significant 

effect on time spend in the city centre; shopping motivation was not significant anymore. 

Visiting bars, cafes and such 

Visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping 

remained to be of influence on time spent 

(F(l,154) = 4,182, P = 0,021, r = 0,034), see 

figure 4.9. This proves that people who visit 

bars/cafes and such stay longer in the city 

centre and that this extra time in the city 

centre is not solely spent in bars and/or bars. 
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Planning of route and whether lunch hours included in the trip 

Two factors that remained to have its main effect on time spent (excluding the time spent 

on visiting bars/cafes and such) are planning of shopping route and lunch hours included 

in the trip. People who did not plan their route to a large extent spent more time in the 

city centre then people who plan their shopping route to a large extent (F(2, 154) = 6,146, 

p::;; 0,003, r = 0,074) and people who were in the city centre of Eindhoven during lunch 

hours spent more time in this centre than people who shop outside of these hours; 

F(1,154) ::;; 26,519, p = 0,000, r::;; 0,147. 

4.3.4 Mediator analysis 
As seen in figure 2.1 it was expected that the variable visiting bars/cafes and such while 

shopping is a mediating variable of shopping motivation and group composition on 

length of the shopping trip in both meters and hours. 

Length of shopping trip (in meters) 

Visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping is a complete mediator of shopping 

motivation on length of shopping route in meters. When visiting bars, cafes and such was 

added as a variable in the analysis, shopping motivation lost its main effect on distance. 

Shopping motivation without visiting bars/cafes and such (F(2,163)::: 9,611, p = 0,000); 

shopping motivation in the analysis with visiting bars/cafes and such (F(2,162)::: 1,841, p 

::: 0,161), and visiting bars/cafes and such (F(I,162) = 33,848, p::: 0,000). Group 

composition did not have a main effect on distance of the shopping route in both 

analyses, see figure 4.10. 

- , p-0006 - , p-OOOO 
Shopping Visiting bars/cafe Length of shopping 
motivation while shopping trip (in m) 

Figure 4.10: Visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping as complete mediator 

Length of shopping trip (in hours) 

The variable visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping was found to be a partial 

mediator of shopping motivation on time spent. Shopping motivation had a main effect 
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on time spent in the city centre (including time spent in bars/cafes) even when visiting 

bars/cafes and such was added as variable. The analysis without visiting bars/cafes and 

such as a variable showed that shopping motivation had a main effect on total time spent 

(F(2,163) = 21,940, P = 0,000). When visiting bars, cafes and such was added as variable, 

both visiting bars, cafes and such (F(1,162) = 45,415, P = 0,000) as shopping motivation 

(F(2,162) = 8,259, P = 0,000) had a main effect on total time spent. Group composition 

did again not have a main effect on (total) time spent in the centre in both analyses, see 

figure 4.11. 

Shopping 
motivation 

p = 0,006 

p = 0,036 

Visiting bars/cafe 
while shopping 

Length of shopping 
trip (in h) 

p = 0,000 

Figure 4.11 : Visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping as partial mediator on time spent (excluding time spent in bars/cafes) 

4.4 Multinomiallogit model 2008 
In the previous paragraphs the first hypothesis was analyzed for length of shopping trip. 

But, hypothesis 1 also consists of route choice decisions qua attraction towards links with 

barslcafes and such. This latter will be analyzed by using the multinomiallogit model and 

its results are described in this paragraph. 

The multinomiallogit model used in 2008 is mainly based on the adapted model of 2004 

in which the stores with inside bar or cafe is accounted for. Next to this, some other 

changes have been made to the modeL First, the variable passed before is now only 

. divided into passed before once and passed before twice or more because the contribution 

to the utility of passed before 3 or more times was higher than passed before twice, which 

is not very probable. Second, Eindhoven has changed qua network since 2004. The 

biggest change towards the downtown retail area was the addition of a new part called 

Piazza. Piazza is an indoor shopping area that consists of four floors. Although it is an 

indoor shopping area, it is characterized by its use of daylight and its openness. Another 

change was a new big electronics, audio, and video shop next to the Piazza. 
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30 routes were eliminated from the dataset. The reasons were either the route was not 

long enough, had big parts outside the network, or was not, as assumed, circular. See 

table 4.6 for the results of the multinomiallogit model. 

Table 4.6 Result~ of the multinomiallogit model 2008 

Variable Parameters adapted Parameters model Sig 
model 2004 2008 

Distance .72796169 .00250596 .0000 
Stop alternative .04335752 .00116554 .0000 
Passed before once .26559959 1.82148698 .0000 
Passed before twice -.46333725 
Passed before more than twice 

.42806517 .0678 
-.97936311 

Turn in current link -4.04552981 -3.40432935 .0000 
Length of line of sight .12441408 .00233865 .0000 
Shop daily products -.00032095 -.00179968 .0001 
Shop fashion .00015451 .6981560-04 .0000 
Shop department stores .2736600-04 .7039200-04 .0000 
Shop other shops .00014959 .00060194 .0000 
Shops electronics, audio, and video -.353760D-05 .967624D-04 .0041 
Shops services .1248070-04 -.00194025 .0000 
Shop restaurants & cafes -.00027657 .00033809 .0318 
Traffic -.40388005 -.59472846 .0000 
Indoor -.21716981 .78585083 .0000 
Stairway indoor -2.61255686 -.21445032 .1159 
Through shop .09383972 -.75426750 .0000 
Along a square -.71363915 -.41741868 .0000 
Crossing a square -.89282502 -.47073583 .0000 

The Rh02, which reflect the fit, for the 2008 model is 0,364 which mean that it is almost 

an 'excellent' model. Note that the 2008 model has a higher Rh02 than the model of 2004; 

0,273. 

Most of the results found match the results of the 2004 model. The variable related to 

distance is, as expected, also in this model positive and 'Turn in current link' remains to 

be negative, which was also assumed. 'Passed before twice or more' is less positive as 

'Passed before once'; people are less fond of passing a link twice or more. The variables 

'Length of line of sight', 'Shop fashion', 'Shops department stores', 'Shop other shops', 

'Traffic', 'Stairway indoor', 'Along a square', and 'Crossing a square all remained to 

have the same (in terms of sign) effects on route choice as in the previous models. 
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The most remarkable difference between the two models is that parameter 'Shop 

restaurants & cafes' now has a positive significant effect on route choices. Other 

remarkable results are that shops that offer services and the variable through shops now 

have a negative significant impact, and that shops that offer electronic, audio, and video, 

and the physical variable indoor, are now of positive significant influence on choice for a 

certain link. 

4.4.1 Monte Carlo simulation 

From the parameters estimated in the previous section, the routes are simulated by the 

Monte Carlo method. The simulation process had 100 iterations to cancel out random 

effects and get stable results. See figure 4.12a and 4.12b for the observed and simulated 

routes of Eindhoven 2008. 

To compare the simulated routes with the observed ones, three indices were calculated. 

First, the correlation between the observed link loadings (pedestrians per link) and the 

simulated link loading is determined, which is equal to 0,693. Secondly, the mean 

absolute difference in number of observed and simulated pedestrian per link is 13 

pedestrians. The third index is calculated by comparing the mean length of the observed 

and simulated routes. The simulated routes were 16,8% shorter than the observed routes; 

1412 meters and 1175 meters respectively. 

Figure 4.12a Observed link loadings 2008 4.11 b: Simulated link loadings 2008 
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Note that there are also quite some differences between the two figures. The links which 

represent the, new build, Piazza (NorthINorth-West in the maps) gets the most loadings in 

the simulations, whereas the observed link loadings are more spread throughout the 

centre. 

4.5 Attraction towards links with bars/cafes and such 
As stated in hypothesis 1 it was expected that people who visit bar/cafes and such while 

shopping, have hedonic shopping motivation, and/or shop with a companion are more 

attracted toward links with those characteristics. Multinomiallogit models were 

conducted with contrast parameters connected to the parameter 'Shop restaurants & 

cafes' in order to find out whether there are certain types of people that are more sensitive 

to this parameter. 

4.5.1 Visited bars!cafes while shopping and attraction towards links with 
barslcafes and such 

To check whether it is true that people who visit bars/cafes and such are more sensitive 

towards the parameter' Shop restaurants & bars', the contrast variable was set to a value 

of + I for people who visited cafes/bars and such while shopping and -1 for people who 

did not. 

As expected the contrast variable connected to the parameter 'Shop restaurants & cafes' 

was positively significant, which means that people who visit bars/cafes while shopping 

are indeed more attracted towards links with bars/cafe and such, see table 4.7. The Rh02 

of the model is little bit higher than the previous model; 0,365 
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Table 4.7 Results of the multinomiallogit model 2008 with influence of people who visited bars/cafes on 'shop restaurants & cafes' 

Variable Parameters model Sig 
2008 

Distance .00255129 .0000 
Stop alternative .00120166 .0000 
Passed before once 1.81988289 .0000 
Passed before twice or more .44509950 .0579 
Turn in current link -3.41044767 .0000 
Length of line of sight .00238527 .0000 
Shop daily products -.00172370 .0002 
Shop fashion .704003D-04 .0000 
Shop department stores .6962520-04 .0000 
Shop other shops .00061279 .0000 
Shops electronics, audio, and video .00010124 .0027 
Shops services -.00188027 .0000 
Shop restaurants & cafes .00036788 .0188 
Traffic -.58999312 .0000 
Indoor .80950698 .0000 
Stairway indoor -.19866070 .1457 
Through shop -.75548683 .0000 
Along a square -.40345987 .0000 
Crossing a square -.45472483 .0000 
Contrast parameter * Shop restaurants & .00044499 .0000 cafes; visiting cafes and bars 

4.5.2 Group composition and attraction towards links with bars and cafes 
It was also expected that people who shop with a companion are more attracted toward 

links with bars/cafes and such. The contrast variable now had a value of + 1 for people 

who shopped with a companion (without children) and -1 for people who shop alone or 

with children. People who shop alone were combined with people who shop with a child 

as companion because this combination provided the most significant results. 

As seen in table 4.8 the new variable was significant. People who shop with a companion 

(but without children) were, as expected, indeed more attracted towards link with 

bars/cafe and such. This model also has a Rho2 of 0,365. 
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Table 4.8 Results of the multinomiallogit model 2008 with influence of group composition on 'shop restaurants & cafes' 

Variable Parameters model Sig 
2008 

Distance .00250898 .0000 
Stop alternative .00119154 .0000 
Passed before once 1.82168090 .0000 
Passed before twice or more .43139007 .0665 
Turn in current link -3.40740220 .0000 
Length of line of sight .00236058 .0000 
Shop daily products -.00175987 .0001 
Shop fashion .7007490-04 .0000 
Shop department stores .7043910-04 .0000 
Shop other shops .00060516 .0000 
Shops electronics, audio, and video .00010007 .0030 
Shops services -.00190496 .0000 
Shop restaurants & cafes .00036982 .0187 
Traffic -.59233672 .0000 
Indoor .79794144 .0000 
Stairway indoor -.20527074 .1326 
Through shop -.75767160 .0000 
Along a square -.41194039 .0000 
CrOSSing a square -.46321328 .0000 
Contrast parameter * Shop restaurants & 

.00028715 .0146 
cafes; groue come2sition 

4.5.3 Shopping motivation and attraction towards links with bars and cafes 
Shopping motivation was the last variable for which a contrast variable was created. The 

contrast variable was set to a value of + 1 for people who shopped with hedonic 

motivations and a combination of hedonic and utilitarian motives and -1 for people who 

shopped with utilitarian motives. The motivation hedonic and combination of utilitarian 

and hedonic were grouped to get the best results. 

The multinomiallogit model, table 4.9, shows that the contrast variable for shopping 

motivation connected to the parameter 'Shop restaurants & cafes' was positively 

significant. People who shop with pure utilitarian shopping motivation were thus less 

attracted towards link with bars/cafe and such as people with more hedonic shopping 

motivations. This is in accordance with hypothesis 1. However, note that the parameter 

'Shop restaurants & cafes' is in this model only marginally significant. Again the Rho2 of 

this model is 0,365. 
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Table 4.9 Results of the multinomiallogit model 2008 with influence of shopping motivations on 'shop restaurants & cafes' 

Variable Parameters model Sig 
2008 

Oistance .00252390 .0000 
Stop alternative .00115127 .0000 
Passed before once 1.81992224 .0000 
Passed before twice or more .43620210 .0626 
Turn in current link -3.40716004 .0000 
Length of line of sight .00235214 .0000 
Shop daily products -.00175325 .0001 
Shop fashion .6977460-04 .0000 
Shop department stores .7058450-04 .0000 
Shop other shops .00060423 .0000 
Shops electronics, audio, and video .9578410-04 .0046 
Shops services -.00194867 .0000 
Shop restaurants & cafes .00025890 .1086 
Traffic -.59454163 .0000 
Indoor .79143106 .0000 
Stairway indoor -.21135222 .1213 
Through shop -.75456406 .0000 
Along a square -.41487025 .0000 
Crossing a square -.46767936 .0000 
Contrast parameter" Shop restaurants & .00014117 .0244 
cafes; shoeEins motivation 

4.6 Other influences on route choices due to visiting bars/cafes while shopping 
Next to length of shopping trip and attraction towards links with bars/cafes, three other 

types of influences were detected by examining the routes of participants that went to a 

bar or cafe while shopping qUalitatively. This is one influence more as found in the 

qualitative analysis. First of all there are people who make a detour to visit a bar or a 

cafe; 22 out of 82 participants which visited bars/cafes during their shopping trip (26,8%) 

were taking a detour in order to grab a bite or drink something while shopping. 19 

participants (23,2%) put visiting bars/cafes as a goal in their route but did not necessarily 

exactly know where to go. Thirdly, 21 of the participants (25,6%) planned their route and 

also pre-planned the bar/cafe to visit in order to eat/drink something; they see visiting 

bars/cafes as their main goal and build their route around it. 

When looking at the three influences individually, not any of the variables like shopping 

with a companion and shopping motivation seem to have a relation with them. When the 

three influences were clustered 48 out of 82 (58,5%) shopping routes were influenced by 
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visiting cafes, bars and such. Note that this number is lower then when one sums up 

participants that have an influence on the route because of visiting bars and restaurants; 

some participants' route were influenced by more than one type of influence. An analysis 

with the clustered variable showed that the variable travelling distance had a relationship 

with 'shopping route being influenced'. 

Place of residence 

People who were inhabitants of Eindhoven are more likely as expected to adjust their 

route by visiting bars/cafes and such. Visiting bars andlor cafes is less likely than 

expected to influence shopping routes of people who do not live in Eindhoven (X2(2, N = 
82) = 13,297, P = 0,00 1), see table 4.10. 

Table 4.10 Cross table of place of residence and influenced shopping route by visiting bars/cafes and such 

Within Eindhoven (0 - Nearby Eindhoven (6 - >20 km from Total 

6km) 20 km) Eindhoven 

No Count 11 12 11 

Expected Count 15,8 11,2 7,0 

Yes Count 27 15 6 

Expected Count 22,2 15,8 10,0 

Total Count 38 27 17 

4.7 Eating motivation 
Eating motivation is the main topic of the second hypothesis. It was expected that when 

somebody shops with a companion andlor has a hedonic shopping motivation it is more 

likely that he or she will have a hedonic eating motivation. But before testing the 

hypothesis, eating motivations are explored first. 

4.7.1 Eating motivation 
Participants were asked to name the reasons why they visited bars/cafe and such while 

shopping in general. Participants who visited a bar or cafe the day of interview were, next 

to the general reasons, also asked to provide reasons why. 
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The main reasons for visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping in general were mostly 

utilitarian like coffee/lunch time, hunger, taste and sitting/resting (58,7% in total). 

Hedonic motivations like talking with a companion (24,8%) and enjoying the weather 

(12,2%) were less frequently named. 

The reasons named for visiting bars/cafes on the day of the interview differed a bit from 

general reasons to visit bars/cafes while shopping. The main reason is in both cases 

utilitarian, but utilitarian reasons were far more dominant reason for visiting bars/cafes 

today (80,9% in total). Hedonic eating motivations were rarely named; Talking with a 

companion decreases to 17,6%, and enjoying the weather was not named at all; see figure 

4.13 for the results. 

80.00% 

70.00% 

Figure 4.13 Eating motives (in percentage) 

4.7.2 Influences on eating motivation 

III General reasons for eating/drinking while shopping 

• Reasons lor eating/drinking while shopping today 

Eating motivation is analyzed for relationships with group composition and shopping 

motivation by conducting chi square analyses. 

Group composition (X2(1, N = 81) = 2,350, P = 0,125) and shopping companion CX2(1, N = 
69) = 2,180, P = 0,140) both did not have a significant relationship with eating 

motivation, see table 4.11 and 4.12 for the results of the chi square analyses. When 
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analyzing the relationship of other variables with eating motivation no significant result 

were found. 

Table 4.11 Cross table of eating motivation and group composition 

Companion (without Total 

Alone or with children children) 

Pure utilitarian Count 25 37 62 

eating motives Ex~ected Count 22,2 39,8 62!0 

Also hedonic Count 4 15 19 

eating motives Ex~ected Count 6,8 12,2 19,0 

Total Count 29 52 81 

First note that people who visited bars/cafes on the day of the interview were asked to 

name two main reasons. Participants only named utilitarian reason were placed in the 

'pure utilitarian eating motives' group, when a participants named 1 or more hedonic 

motives, they belonged to the 'also hedonic eating motives' group. Secondly, note that 

shopping alone is grouped with children as companion to prevent cells from having an 

expected count of less than 5. These two groups also showed the same type of behavior. 

Table 4.12 Cross table of eating motivation and shopping motivation 

Pure utilitarian Also hedonic Total 

shopping motivation shopping motivation 

Pure utilitarian Count 18 33 51 

eating motives Ex~ected Count 15,5 35,5 51,0 

Also hedonic Count 3 15 18 

eating motives EXE?ected Count 5,5 12,5 18,0 

Total Count 21 48 69 

Again two variables were grouped to prevent that cells have an expected count of less 

than 5. Hedonic shopping motivation and a combination of hedonic and utilitarian 

shopping motivation showed the same type of behavior and therefore were grouped. 
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4.8 When to visit bars/cafes in a shopping trip 
The last hypothesis to be discussed is the third one; it was expected that shopping with or 

without a companion and/or shopping motives have an influence on the decision when in 

the trip to visit barslcafes and such to eat/drink. 

There was no significant relation found between shopping with a companion or shopping 

alone and when in a trip people visited bars/cafes CX2(2, N = 68) = 0,259, p = 0,878), 

shopping motives also did not have a significant relationship with when to visit bars/caft~s 

(X2(2, N = 76) = 2,905, p = 0,234). 

Two variables that did have a significant effect on when people will visit bars/cafes 

during their stay are planning of route and whether lunch hours were included in the trip. 

People who do not plan their route are eating/drinking more in the middle and less in the 

beginning of their trip (or only visited barslcafes and such) than expected; X2( 4, N = 76) = 

14,779, P = 0,005, see table 4.13. People who shop within lunch hours are more likely to 

visit bars/cafes in the middle of the trip and less likely to visit bars/cafes and such in the 

end ofthe trip (X2(2, N = 76) = 8,531, P = 0,014), see table 4.14. 

Table 4.13 Cross table of when to eat and planning of route 

Planned to a Partly planned Not planned Total 

large extent 

Begin Count 13 7 7 27 

Ex~ected Count 7,5 7,8 11,7 27,0 

Middle Count 10 17 28 

Ex~ected Count 7,7 8,1 12,2 28,0 

End Count 7 5 9 21 

Ex~ected Count 5,8 6,1 9,1 21,0 

Total Count 21 22 33 76 
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Table 4.14 Cross table of when to eat and whether lunch hours were included in the trip 

Yes No Total 

Begin Count 16 11 27 

Exeected Count 17,8 9,2 27,0 

Middle Count 24 4 28 

Exeected Count 18,4 9,6 2810 

End Count 10 11 21 

Exeected Count 13,8 7,2 21!0 

Total Count 50 26 76 

4.9 Results of other interview items 
This paragraph covers the results of the interview items that were not directly in the 

hypothesis 

4.9.1 Image differentiation 
In order to find out how the image of Eindhoven differs from other centers, participants 

had to indicate how important (scale: not important - very important) certain factors are 

for them in order to visit the city centre of Eindhoven instead of another centre. Sit et al. 

(2003) stated that entertainment and food in shopping centers could be an important tool 

in achieving image differentiation. However, the results show that participants found 

Eindhoven's image not different from other cities due to supply ofbars/cafes and such. 

71,5 % of the participants indicated that cafeslbars and such was an unimportant factor for 

them in order to visit the city centre of Eindhoven instead of another centre. People 

visited Eindhoven mainly because of the functional aspects of it, like its shops (69,5% 

found this variable important or very important) and its central location in the region 

(69,3% of the participants found traveling time important or very important). 

4.9.2 A check whether people actually avoided streets with bars!cafes and such 
The results of Borgers and Timmermans (2004) showed that people avoided streets with 

cafeslbars and such. From the results of the interviews done in 2008 one can conclude 

that if people are actually avoiding streets with cafeslbars and such they are doing it 
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unconsciously. Only 6,2% of the participant indicated that they were consciously 

avoiding streets with bars/cafes and such. A greater part of the participants (81,6%) even 

indicated that street with bars/cafes and such had no effect on their route at all. 

4.9.3 Relationship between money spent in total and money spent on/ood/drinks 
Howard (1993) shows that people who have a meal or a drink while shopping spend more 

money than others. There was indeed a relationship found between money spent in total 

and money spent in cafeslbars and such. A chi square analysis showed that people seem 

to spend more frequently nothing at bars/cafes and such than expected when they do not 

spent so much money in total (less than £25,-). When people spend more on food/drinks 

it is more likely that they also will spend more on total. (X2(4, N = 166) = 11,089, P = 
0,026), see table 4.15. 

Table 4.15 Cross table of spent on food and spent in total 

Spent on food: 
Spent in total: Under €25 

I 
25-50 

i 
€50 and higher Total 

€O Count 35 20 
I 

33 88 

Expected Count 29,16 19,61 39,23 88 

1-10 Count 15 7 16 38 

Expected Count 1259 8,47 16,94 38 

More than 10 Count 5 10 
i 

25 40 

Expected Count 13,25 8,92 17,83 40 

Total Count 55 37 74 166 

4.10 Conclusion 
To conclude, the proposed improvements to method and model of Borgers and 

Timmermans (2004) had its effect. The change in division of participant and explicitly 

asking people resulted in an increase of approximately 25% of people who reported that 

they visited a bar/cafe while shopping compared to the data gathered in 2004. The results 

of the multinomiallogit model conducted in 2008, confirmed these results; the parameter 

"Shop restaurants & bars" has a positive influence on the utility that a certain link wil1 be 

chosen, whereas in the model of 2004 it was of negative influence. 
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The results of the logistic regression analysis were in conformance with the first part of 

hypothesis 1; people who shop with a companion and/or shop without utilitarian 

shopping motivation have more chance of visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping. 

The same effects were found for people who do not plan their route to a large extent 

and/or shop within lunch hours. 

The univariate ANOVA's done to analyze the second part of hypothesis 1 showed that it 

could only be partly affirmed. The variable visiting bars/cafes and such was as expected a 

significant influence on length of shopping trip; people who visit cafes/bars and such 

while shopping have a longer shopping trip in hours and meters. Note that the extra time 

spent was not solely spent in barslcafes people who have visited. People with hedonic 

shopping motivation have a longer shopping trip in hours (which was expected), but not 

in meters. In other words, the variable visiting cafes/bars and such was a complete 

mediator of shopping motivation and shopping length in meters and a partial one of 

shopping motivation and time spent in Eindhoven. A remarkable result of the analyses is 

that the variable shopping companion does not affect length of shopping trip, which is 

contradicting the hypothesis. 

Other conclusions are that length of the route is also influenced by the following 

variables; planning of route and lunch hours included in the trip. People who do not plan 

their route and people who shop within lunch hours have a longer shopping trip in both 

meters as hours. 

The multinorniallogit model did not only show that the variable 'shop restaurants & bars' 

now is positive. It further showed that most types of shops are still an important positive 

influence on the choice for a link. The only exceptions are shops that sell daily products 

or that offer services. Compared to the model of 2004, people now prefer to shop indoor. 

Multinomiallogit models with contrast variables showed that attraction towards link with 

bars/cafes and such did, as expected, differed for certain types of people. People who 

visited bars/cafes while shopping are more sensitive towards this variable. The same 
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result is found for people who shop with a companion (but without children) and people 

who do not shop with pure utilitarian motives. 

Next to length of shopping trip and attraction towards link with bars/cafes, three other 

types of influences were detected; people who make a detour to visit a bar or a cafe, 

people who pre-planned to visit a bar/cafe that day but did not also pre-plan which 

bar/cafe to visit, and thirdly people who pre-planned their route in such a way that the 

route takes the participant to the also pre-planned bar or cafe. Routes being influenced by 

visiting bars/cafes while shopping had relations with the variable place of residence. 

People who live in Eindhoven are more likely to let visiting bars/cafes and such influence 

their route. 

Hypothesis two could not be confirmed. It was expected that eating motivation and a 

relationship with shopping motivation and shopping companion. However, chi square 

analyses could not show these relations. Other conclusions from the analysis on eating 

motivation are that the most named reasons for eating were utilitarian especially the 

eating motivation people had the day of the interviews. 

The third hypothesis could also not be confirmed; shopping motivation and shopping 

companion did not have a relationship with the time within a trip a bar or cafe will be 

visited. However, the variable planning of route and whether lunch hours were included 

in the trip were predictors of this time. People who shop with a largely planned route are 

more frequently people who visit barslcafes in the beginning of the trip and people who 

shop within lunch hours visit barslcafes and such more in the middle of their trip. 

The remaining conclusions are on items that do not have direct relationship with the 

hypotheses. First conclusion is that people visit Eindhoven not because of its supply of 

cafeslbars and such but mainly because it is nearby and its supply of shops. Second, 

streets with barslcafes and such were not consciously avoided by participants; it had no 

effect on their route at alL Finally. when people spent more money in total they also tend 

to spend more money in bars/cafes and such and the other way around. 
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5 Discussion 

In this final chapter the results of the study will be interpreted and discussed. First, the 

importance of presence of bars/cafes and such for retail areas will be covered. Next, the 

hypothesis will be discussed in logical order. To recap; it was expected in hypothesis 1 

that when somebody shops with a companion and/or has a hedonic shopping motivation it 

is more likely that he/she will visit bars/cafes while shopping. On its tum, people who 

consume food during the trip are expected to be more attracted to links with cafeslbars 

and such and have a longer shopping route. In hypothesis 2 it is expected that when 

somebody shops with a companion and/or has a hedonic shopping motivation it is more 

likely to also have hedonic eating motivations. Hypothesis 3 consists of the expectancy 

that people who shop with otherslhave hedonic shopping motivations are more likely to 

visit bars/cafes and such in the middle of their trip. Finally, conclusions will be drawn. 

5.1 Importance of bars/cafes and such for retail areas 
The results of the study conducted in 2009 indicate that bars/cafes and such are an 

important factor for a downtown retail area and that it is an aspect that should be 

reckoned with when designing a (new) retail area. First of all, the results show that 

visiting bars/cafes while shopping has a positive influence on length of the shopping trip 

in hours and in meters and on money spent in total. This is in accordance with Shim & 

Eastlick (1998) and Howard's (1993) notions. Shim and Eastlick state that supplying food 

services extends the length of stay of the shopper and revenues. Finally, Howard (1993) 

shows that people who have a meal or a drink while shopping eventually spend more 

money shopping than others. 

More important, the new model shows that the presence of bars/cafes is more important 

for shopping areas than can be concluded from the model of Borgers and Timmermans 

(2004). Compared to the data gathered in the study of Borgers and Timmermans, the new 

2008 data showed almost a doubling of people who reported that they visited barslcafes 

while shopping; now almost half of the participants who went shopping in Eindhoven 
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also visited a bar or cafe. This amount is comparable to the results of Sch61vinck (2005) 

in the Randstad, and Eastlick et aL (1998), and Bloch et al. (1994) in American malls. 

The 2008 model also even shows that people are attracted towards links with bars/cafes 

and such, which is the opposite of what the model of Borgers and Timmermans showed. 

It is assumable that this latter is caused by the increased amount of people who reported 

visiting a bar or cafe while shopping as people who visit bars/cafes are proven to be more 

sensitive towards links with this supply. 

5.2 Improvements to the model 
That the results of the two models, in the above described results, differ positively and 

that the fit of the 2008 model is better can be attributed to the differences between 

models, which are the adaptation described in chapter 3: usage of another division of 

participants, explicitly asking participants whether they visited bars/cafes, and assigning 

floor space for inside restaurants towards restaurants and bars. 

Table 5.1 shows that using another division of participant is a reason, but that it could not 

be the only reason why there is an increase of people who reported that they visited 

bars/cafes while shopping. In other words; interviewing more people who shopped with a 

companion raised the total amount of people who reported visiting barslcafes while 

shopping. However, it does not explain why an increase is found for every single group 

composition. 

Table 5.1: Percentage of participants who ate/drank something while shopping per group composition per dataset 

Alone 
Companion (without children) 

Companion (with children) 

Borgers and 
Timmermans'dataset 

14,2% 
31,6% 
27,5% 

Dataset 2008 

19,6% 

65,4% 
45,5% 

Explicitly asking whether people visited barslcafes and such while shopping could be the 

explanation why an increase is found in every single group composition. That this 

improvement towards the model has an effect could also be seen in the total amount of 

shops visited per trip; participants visited more shops on average in 2008 than in 2004 
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while they spent less time in the city centre. It is thus probable that people have let out 

visiting shop like cafes and bars in the interviews of 2004 which could mean that they 

might have interpreted the interview items about shops visited in another way; they might 

have referred shops more to utilitarian type of shops like department stores and shop that 

sell fashion items. People could also have found this form of entertainment so common 

that they have taken it for granted (GLA Economics, 2003) and therefore forgot it. 

As already explained in chapter 3, the third adaptation towards the model had less of an 

effect. It could have more of an effect when the floor spaces of bars/cafes and such did 

not have a default value of 100m2. For example the inside restaurant of the V &D (a large 

department store chain) was now set to loom2but had a real floor space of more than 

2oo0m2; this might have had a real impact on the estimation of the parameters. It is 

recommended to measure or estimate the floor space of every bars/cafe in the city centre 

of Eindhoven. Not only to measure the impact of this adaptation but also for the good of 

the model. With the right floor spaces, the model would be really able to measure the 

impact of bars/cafe on route choice. 

5.3 Influences on visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping 
In this and the following paragraphs the hypotheses will be discussed. Starting with the 

first part of Hypothesis 1, which was setup to determine the influencing factors on the 

decision to visit bars!cafes while shopping. 

Group composition has an influence on whether a participant visits bars/cafes while 

shopping. People who shop with a companion (without children) visit bars/cafes while 

shopping more frequently than people who shop alone or with children. This result 

supports the notion of Sit et al. (2003). They showed that the majority of the shoppers 

(the entertainment, service, and demanding shopper) were meeting friends/family in a 

shopping centre and eventually also visiting barslcafes and such. The quantitative and 

qualitative pre-studies also showed similar results. People who were shopping alone do 

not eat/drink while shopping as frequently whereas for people who shopped with a 

companion seem to see it as an integral part of the trip. That the adaptation, interviewing 
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more people who shop with a companion, towards the model of Borgers and 

Timmermans (2004) had an effect was again proven by this result. 

The next factor that influences the decision to visit bars/cafes and such while shopping is 

shopping motivation. People with solely utilitarian shopping motives do not go to 

bars/cafes as often as people with hedonic motivations. This result is in accordance with 

was hypothesized. People with utilitarian motives thus seem to only want to complete 

their shopping tasks and visiting bars/cafes is not one of the tasks on their list. On the 

other hand, people who shop with hedonic motivation tend to make a day out of shopping 

and see going to bars/cafes as a way to fulfill their hedonic shopping needs. 

There were two variables of influence on visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping that 

were not hypothesized; planning of route and lunch hours included in the trip. 

People who plan their route to a large extent do not visit bars/cafe and such while 

shopping as much as people who do not. An explanation is that they designed their routes 

in such a way that it did not take them along bars/cafes which hints that they might have 

planned to avoid links with barslcafes. Another explanation is that people who plan their 

route to a large extent show similarities with people who shop with pure utilitarian 

motives. Their route is designed in such a way that it efficiently takes them to the stores 

which are on the list. 

People who shopped within lunch hours visit barslcafe and such more frequently than 

people who shop outside these hours. People who shop within lunch hours could have 

going out for lunch as their main shopping purpose. Another reason could be that those 

people shop for a major part of the day and therefore eventual get the physical need to 

eat/drink something. 

Day of the week was one of the variables that did not influence visiting bars/cafes while 

shopping. However, the interviews held earlier showed that Saturdays are different from 

Fridays in a way that people who shop on Saturday visit barslcafes more frequently. One 
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reason could be that the interviews held in 2008 did not take place on Friday night (such 

was the case in previous studies) but on Wednesday and Thursday by day instead. People 

who shopped on Friday night might feel less urge to visit bars!cafes because they have 

already had a meal at home before visiting the city centre. 

5.4 Influences of visiting cafes and restaurant influence on shopping route 
The second part of the first hypothesis covered the influence of visiting bars, cafes and 

such on route choice. Route choice was measured in shopping length in both hours and 

meters and attraction towards links with bars/cafes. 

People who visit bars/cafes while shopping do indeed have a longer shopping trip in 

meters and in hours. Note that extra time spent in the city centre was not solely spent in 

bars/cafes. People who show this type of behavior might see visiting bars/cafes as mean 

to get a break from their shopping trip. They are thus able to reload themselves by 

visiting bars/cafes. It could also be the other way around; people who have a long 

shopping trip will eventually get a physical need to eat/drink something and therefore 

visit a bar or cafe. 

People who visit bars!cafes while shopping are also more attracted towards links with 

cafes and bars. A decision to visit a bar or cafe thus eventually results in a search for links 

with these types of shops. The result also hints that people who do not visit bars!cafes 

seem to avoid those links. However, this result is put in perspective because people 

indicated that bars/cafes did not have an influence on their route at all. People must have 

unconsciously avoided or be attracted to links with bars/cafes or did not want to admit 

that it had an effect on their shopping route. 

A qualitative analysis on routes drawn indicated that next to length of shopping trip and 

attraction towards link with bars/cafes, there are three other types of influences of visiting 

bars!cafes and such on route choice; people who make a detour to visit a bar or a cafe, 

people who pre-planned to visit a bar!cafe that day but did not also pre-plan which 

bar/cafe to visit, and thirdly people who pre-planned their route in such a way that the 
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route takes the participant to the also pre-planned bar or cafe. People who were 

inhabitants of Eindhoven are more likely as expected to show these influences on their 

route by visiting barslcafes and such. Visiting bars and/or cafes is less likely than 

expected to influence shopping routes of people who do not live in Eindhoven. A possible 

explanation is that people are unfamiliar with the city, which makes it difficult to pre-plan 

a route and barlcafe. On the other hand, people who know the city can easily go to the 

centre just for a lunch (at their favorite outlet) and therefore put it central in their 

shopping route. 

5.5 Other influences on route choice 
Not only the variable visiting bars, cafes and such was expected, in hypothesis 1, to 

influence route choice decision, but also the variables group composition and shopping 

motivation. 

In contradiction with was expected, group composition does not have an effect on 

shopping trip qua length. This is in contrast to Nicholls et al. (1997) and Granbois (1968) 

who state that there is a positive relationship between shopping with a companion and 

time spent in a shopping centre. A possible reason for this results is that group 

composition was divided into three groups; alone, shopping with a companion (with 

children), and shopping with a companion (without children). It is recommended to 

investigate more types of group composition. It is possible that there is still a difference 

between women who shop together and other types of group as Underhill (1999) put 

forward. He states that women together shop twice as long. Shopping with a companion 

(without children) was not dived into two or more groups in this study because this group 

has only 81 participants. Dividing the groups would result in more difficult to interpret 

and less reliable results. To divide the groups and to maintain reliable results, again, a 

study with more participants is required. Another reason why group composition did not 

have an effect on shopping length is that a shopping companion could provoke next to 

positive also negative emotions. Negative emotions are provoked is when e.g. 

companions have different viewpoint about a purchase and could diminish shopping 

pleasure (Pros, 1993) and increase in shopping length. 
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However, group composition did have an effect on attraction towards links with 

bars/cafes and such. People, who shop with a companion, but without children, were 

more sensitive to this parameter. This could be explained by the fact that people who 

shop with a companion are more likely to visit bars/cafes. 

Shopping motivation did have an effect on length of the shopping trip in hours. People 

with pure utilitarian shopping motives have a less long shopping route as people with 

more hedonic motivations. This is in accordance with Bloch et aL (1991). They state that 

a visitor that shops for both hedonic and utilitarian reasons tends to shop longer. Also, 

utilitarian people want to shop as efficiently as possible, according to Kim (2006), and 

therefore try to spend as less time as they could in the city centre. 

Utilitarian shoppers were also less sensitive towards barslcafes. This means that people 

with more hedonic motivation are more attracted towards links with bars/cafes and such. 

Again, the explanation could be that that people who shop with a hedonic shopping 

motivates are more likely to visit bars/cafes and thus are more sensitive towards links 

with these kinds of shops. In other words the variable visiting bars/cafes and such while 

shopping could be a partial mediator. 

The motivation of a shopper was not of influence on length of the shopping trip in meters. 

An explanation is that the variable was completely mediated by variable 'visited 

bars/cafes and such while shopping'. Hedonic motivation thus increases the chance that 

people who visit bars/cafe while shopping, which in turn is the cause for a longer 

shopping trip in meters. 

Other variables that had an influence on route choice are planning of route and lunch 

hours included in the trip. Planning a route to a large extent is not beneficial for the 

length of the shopping trip. People who planned their route seem to be more likely to be 

goal directed and efficient. They are thus less likely to deviate from their route, which 

could results in a shorter shopping trip qua time and distance. 
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Shopping length is positively influenced by the variable lunch hours included in the trip. 

This is not such a remarkable result because lunch hours are in the middle of the day. 

Shopping outside these hours makes the shopping trip more likely to be short. 

5.6 Eating motivation 

Hypothesis two was setup to determine what influences eating motivation. It was 

expected that eating motivation has a relationship with shopping motivation and shopping 

companion. However, these (and other) relations were not found and thus this hypothesis 

could not be confirmed. An explanation was that a lot of participants only named 

utilitarian motivates for visiting bars/cafe while shopping. Thus no matter to which type 

the visitors belonged, they all gave utilitarian reasons for visiting bars/cafes and such 

while shopping. 

When looking at the six categories of shoppers defined by Sit et al. (2003) one might 

conclude that people who visit Eindhoven and visit bars!cafes are mostly serious 

shoppers; he/she sees shopping as a utilitarian function and the main reason to visit 

bars/cafes is in order to get a break from a shopping and to fulfill their physical need for 

food rather than a mean to interact socially. That Eindhoven attracts serious shoppers 

could also be confirmed by the fact that participants went to Eindhoven mainly due to 

convenience and its supply of shops. 

Note that the above described conclusions (and also on time within a trip to visit 

bars!cafes and such) are based on a dataset of 82 participants (who actually visited 

bars/cafes while shopping). To get more reliable results and conclusions it is 

recommended doing future research with a higher number of participants. 

5.6.1 Interviews conducted by day 
A possible explanation why participants indicated that they saw Eindhoven solely as a 

mean to fulfill their utilitarian shopping needs is that the interviews were conducted by 
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day. It is probable that the use of Eindhoven will change in time because only suppliers of 

entertainment remain to be open in the evening. Also by only interviewing in day time 

certain groups of visitors are not included. For example, people who only visiting the city 

centre to have a romantic evening or to go out drinking and people who end their 

shopping trip with a full meal. It will be time costly and difficult to conduct a study 

which also consists of data of those groups. First, the later it gets, less people on average 

will be visiting a certain exit link. Secondly, people might be under the influence of 

alcohoL The advantage wil1 thus probably not outweigh the costs. 

5.6.2 Weather conditions 
A limitation of this study is that weather condition could not be taken accounted for. The 

2008 study was conducted in NovemberlDecember which are relatively cold and not very 

sunny months. This could be a reason why the eating motivation named in the interviews 

were mostly utilitarian. 

That weather conditions could have an effect on eating motivation is shown by the 

qualitative pre-study; when it was sunny people wanted to enjoy the sunshine and 

therefore visited outdoor cafes. This confirms Gehl' s (1996) notion that sunny weather 

conditions will increase the amount of sitting people in a city centre. The qualitative pre

study also showed that rain made people visit indoor parts of the centre. Also, the 

motives, named in the interviews, to visit bars/cafes while shopping in general were 

somewhat more hedonic than the motives named for visiting bars/cafes on the day of the 

interview; e.g. enjoying the weather was not named at all. 

Next to its influence on eating motivation, weather conditions could also be the reason 

why compared to the study of Borger and Timmermans (2004), conducted in March, the 

average length of the shopping trip in hours, was shorter. People also visited more stores 

and bars/cafes and preferred to walk indoors. An explanation is that they may have had 

the need to go into a store (or to go indoors) to take shelter and/or to warm up with, for 

example, a cup of hot chocolate milk. 
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It would be interesting to find out which influence weather conditions exactly have and 

how important it is for route choice decisions. An idea for future research is to do a 

comparison study in spring or summer time. 

5.7 Time within a trip to visit bars/cafes and such 
It was expected in hypothesis 3 that people who shop with a companion and/or have 

hedonic shopping motivations are more likely to spend a whole day in the centre. They 

are therefore expected to be more likely to visit bars/cafes at a predetermined time of the 

day (lunchtime for example), which will be in the middle of their trip. 

These expectations are not being confirmed by the results. Shopping motivation and 

shopping companion do not have a relationship with the time within a trip a bar or cafe 

will be visited. However, the variables planning of route and whether lunch hours were 

induded in the trip did. People who do not shop with a largely planned route are more 

frequently people who visit bars/cafes in the middle of their trip. The same effects were 

found for people whose shopping route contains lunch hours (12:00 till 13:30). 

An explanation is that people who do not shop with a largely planned route and/or shop 

within lunch hours, as explained earlier, spent more time in the city centre. Time spent 

shopping could be a partial mediator; a longer shopping trip increases the chance that 

people will need to take a break and makes it more likely that people will visit bars/cafes 

in the middle of their trip. 

5.8 Monte Carlo simulation 
Why the observed and the routes which are simulated by the Monte Carlo method 

showed a couple of differences will be discussed in this paragraph. The main difference 

between the two is that the observed link loadings are more spread throughout the centre 

whereas the links loading of the simulated routes are more focused on the, new build, 

Piazza and the new big electronics store; this has two reasons. The first reason is that too 

much routes started there because unconsciously more interviews were conducted at exit 
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points near the Piazza than other exit points. First of all, just a lot of people used the exit 

points near the Piazza and the new big electronics store. Secondly, these exit point have 

roofs, which made it easier for me to continue interviewing while it was cold or rainy. It 

is recommended to do a (count) study to find out the importance of the exit points and to 

account for this in future research by weighting the participants or to spread the 

interviews better across exit points. 

The second reason is that the simulation predicted too many short routes; these routes did 

not leave the Piazza. The multinomiallogit model, which the simulated are based on, 

showed that the variable 'Stop alternative's value is pretty low, which causes the high 

number of short routes predicted. It is recommended to test whether a model with other or 

more specifications will provide better results. 

Furthermore, a reason for the differences between simulated and observed link loading 

could also be that 170 routes were used for simulation, which is not a lot. It is 

recommended that future research have a bigger amount of participants to get more 

reliable results. 

As it was proven that visiting bars/cafes and such and shopping motivation had an 

influence on route choice, it is interesting to see whether there are difference in simulated 

routes within these groups. Hence, it is recommended in future research (with a higher 

number of participants) to conduct multinomiallogit models and Monte Carlo 

simulations per type of shopper. 

5.9 Limitations 
Besides not being able to account for interviewing by day and weather conditions, the 

study has three more constraints. The first limitation is that the results and conclusion 

might be only applicable for the city of Eindhoven. Hence, research in other major cities 

and other countries is required to examine the validity, reliability and generalisability of 

the results. 
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Another limitation of this study is that the data was collected by personal interviewing 

people who were leaving the city centre. Brown (1992) states that this form of gathering 

data might be unreliable, because people have the tendency to forget (parts of) their route 

very quickly. However, research from Hill (1984) showed that participants are 

reasonably well in recalling their route. It is recommended to find out how reliable 

interviewing is as a method and if necessary to do a study to find out the best method to 

capture routes of people. 

The third limitation is that the study is conducted in NovemberlDecember. December 

contains two holidays and therefore people might have gift shopped. As electronics could 

be popular gifts it could be the reason why the variable 'Shops electronics, audio, and 

video' is in this study of positive influence on route choice whereas in the study of 

Borges and Timmermans (2004) it is of negative influence. An idea for future research is 

to do a comparison study in other months which do not contain of holidays. 

5.10 Conclusions 
The purpose of this study was fourfold. First, this study investigates why the results of the 

model of Borgers and Timmermans (2004) does not show that bars/cafes and such are of 

positively influence on the utility of a link (and thus on the probability of links to be 

chosen). When three adaptations were made towards the model of Borgers and 

Timmermans, the model showed that bars/cafes and such are of positively influence on 

the probability a links is being chosen. The three adaptations (in order of relevance) were 

explicitly asking participant whether they visited bars/cafes and such while shopping, 

using another division across group composition, and appointing floor spaces of inside 

restaurants to the variable bars/cafes and such. 

Secondly, the study provides insight in what influences visiting bars/cafes and such while 

shopping; people have less chance of visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping when 

they go shopping alone and/or with utilitarian shopping motives. The same effects are 

found for people who plan their route to a large extent and/or shop outside lunch hours. 
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Thirdly, insight is given in which influence visiting bars/cafes and such while shopping 

and other variables have on route choice. First, visiting bars/cafes and such while 

shopping has a positive influence on length of shopping route in both meters and hours. 

Also, people who visited bars/cafes while shopping are more sensitive towards the 

parameter 'Shops restaurants and bars'. Next, hedonic shopping motivation cause a 

longer shopping trip in hours. Finally, people who do not plan their route and people who 

shop within lunch hours have a longer shopping trip in both meters as hours. 

Finally, insight is provided in eating motivation and in the time within a shopping trip 

people will visit bars/cafes and such. Eating motivation is mostly utilitarian and people 

who shop within lunch hours and/or do not plan their route to a large extent, visit 

bars/cafes and such more in the middle of their shopping trip. 

5.10.1 Recommendations for future research 
As the three adaptations suggested towards the model of Borgers and Timmermans 

(2004) have proven their effect, it is recommended to implement these three in future 

research. It is thus recommended to ask participants explicitly whether they visited 

bars/cafes and such while shopping, to make sure the division of participants is reliable 

and to appoint floor spaces of inside restaurants to the variable bars/cafes and such. 

However, for the third adjustment to really have its effect, it would be recommended to 

measure the floor space of every bars/cafe in the city centre and use these instead of using 

a default floor space. This latter would also be necessary to find out what the real effect 

of bars/cafes and such is on route choice. 

It is also recommended in future research to conduct multinomial logit models and Monte 

Carlo simulations per type of shopper. As it was proven that visiting bars/cafes and such 

and shopping motivation had an influence on route choice, it is interesting to see whether 

there are difference in model and thus simulated routes within these groups. 

To examine the validity and generalisability of the model it is also necessary to do a 

comparison study in other major cities and other countries. Furthermore, it would be 
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interesting to do a comparison study in other weather conditions and in other months 

which do not contain holidays (such as in the summertime) to find out which influence 

weather conditions and holidays exactly have on visiting bars/cafes and such while 

shopping and on route choice in general. 

Another recommendation for future research is to investigate the importance of the exit 

points. By taking this into account in future research, by weighting the participants or to 

better spread the interviews across exit points, the simulations will be more reliable. This 

latter could also be realized by using a model with other or more specifications for the 

simulations. 

The last but certainly not least recommendation for future research is to do a study with 

more participants. This study makes use of 200 participants of which 82 visited bars/cafe 

and such while shopping. Having more participants makes the results and conclusions 

more reliable. Furthermore, it makes more analyses possible; such as dividing group 

composition into more groups. 
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Appendix 1 Borgers and Timmermans's interview items 

V 

IIV 

III 

11K 

V 

IIV 

III 

11K 

M 

11M 

o gaat u de blnnenstad verlaten? OJa o nee h"\dlen NEE: ga naar VRAAG 10 

1a hoe goell bent u bekend met de blnnenstad? o gaed 0 redeliJk goad o nlel gaed 

1b hoe vaak beZoekt u de binnenstad in het algemeen? ... .. keer per .... o nvt, eerste keer 

2 waar woont u? . komt u van huls? 0 Ja 0 nee -+ waarvandaan? ... 

gaat u naar huls? 0 ja 0 nee -+ waamaartoe? . 

3 met welk vervoermlddel bent u nu naar de binnenstiKI stad gekomen? Waar geparkeerd I ultgestapt? 

V 

IIV 

1ft 

11K 

o Ie vaet 0 fiets/brom (F op kaart) 0 aulalmolor (A op kaart) 0 treln 0 bus (8 op kaart) 0 resp. waonl er (W op kaart) 0 anders 

4 hoe laat benl u het bezoek aan de blnnenstad begannen? TIJd: .. 

5 wal was hel doel van uw bezoek aan de binnanstad? o voarnamellJk winkelen voor plezler 
o vaornamelljk efficl6nt wlnkelen 
o winkelen, zawel efflCl~nt als voor plezler 
o niel wlnkelen , maar: .... 

Route intekenen ap oart en bezochle winkels/zaken aangeven a kaart 6 welke route heet! u door de stad gelopen? 

. Welke zaken en of winkels heefl u bezocht7 '~;h ::;=d"""" ~~4;t::; leU gHocht 

or · ., Naam zaak I winkel N N 

A .. ·•• 

:.: .. '::: 

10 ... 

7 was de gelopen route van tavoren gepland? o helemaal of grolendeels 0 gedeeltelljk o nlet of nauweHjk8 

8 zijn er winkels 01 andere zaken die unlet bezocht heeft, 
maar waaraan u wei een bezoek gepland had? 0 Ja (vul onderstaand schema In) 0 nee 

Type zaak: Waarom heeft u deze winkel nlet meer beZochl7 

Naam zaak I winkel W H E 0 0 
geen andere winkel bezochl, nlelop 

anders, nL ... 
tijd namelljk7 roule 

9 wilt u nog iets kwijt over de blnnenstad7 . 

e evens en SEDAM< de res ondentl 

Samenslelling: /1M /IV 11K 

Telpunt: Tljdstlp: Voignummer: 
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#M #V 

1ft 

Appendix 2 Interview items used in 2008 

Gegevens weigering: 

#K #M #V #K #M #V #K #M #V #K #M #V #K #M 

1ft 1ft 1ft 1ft 1ft 

Aigemene vragen met betrekking tot bet bezoek aan bet centrum van Eindhoven 

1. Is dit bet einde van uw bezoek aan bet centrum van Eindboven? (indienja, noteer bnidige 

tijd) 

OJa Tijd: .................... . 

ONee 

2. Hoe laat bent u aan bet bezoek van de binnenstad begonnen? 

Tijd: .................... . 

3. Hoe goed bent u bekend met de binnenstad van Eindhoven? 

OGoed 

ORedelijk goed 

ONietgoed 

4. Hoeveel kilometer beeft u gereisd om bier te komen? 

..................... ktn 

5. Met boeveel mensen beeft u de stad bezocbt? (Uzelf meegerekend) 

......... Volwassen man(nen) 

......... Volwassen vrouw( en) 

......... Kind(eren) 0 tim 6 jaar 

......... Kind(eren) 7 tim 12 jaar 

......... Kind(eren) 13 tim 18 jaar 

6. Wat was bet doel van uw bezoek? 

OVoornamelijk winkelen voor plezier/gezelligheid 

OVoornamelijk efficient winkelen 

OZowel efficient als voor plezier/gezelligheid winkelen 

ONiet winkelen maar iets anders; namelijk ........ . 
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7. Hoe belangrljk waren de volgende factoren voor de beslissing om de binnenstad van 

Eindhoven te bezoeken? Geef een cijfer van 1 tot 5 (1 = helemaal niet belangrljk; 5 = zeer 

belangrljk) 

- Reistijd 

- Bereikbaarheid 

- Winkels 

- HORECA gelegenheden 

- Sfeer 

Andere factor, namelijk; .................... . 

De volgende vragen gaan over de winkels die u hebt bezocht 

8. Welke winkels heeft u bezocht? Neem hierbij aile typen winkels mee, dus ook HORECA 

gelegenheden zoals terrasjes en kraampjes en dienstverlening zoals kappers. Zou u uw route 

willen intekenen op de bart? 

Vooraf Zo nee, later in de 

gepland? binnenstad wei? 

Nr. Naam zaaklwinkel J I N J I N 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

9. In welke mate had u de gelopen route van te voren gepland? 

DHelemaal of grotendeels 

DGedeeltelijk 

DNiet of nauwelijks 
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10. Beeft u even vaak iets gegeten enlof gedronken als u had gepland? 

ONiet gegeten en/of gedronken; dit stond dan ook niet op planning 

ONiet gegeten en/of gedronken terwijl dit weI gepland was; reden ................................... . 

OWel gegeten en/of gedronken en even vaak als gepland 

OWel gegeten gedronken terwijl dit niet gepland was; reden ............................................ . 

OWel gegeten en/of gedronken, maar niet zo vaak als gepland; reden ............................... .. 

OWel gegeten en/of gedronken, maar meer frequent dan gepland; reden ............................. . 

11. Wat voor effect hebben straten met BORECA gelegeoheden op uw route gehad? 

OIk voelde me dan noch aangetrokken tot en noeh vermeed ik deze straten 

OIk heb mijn route zo gepland dat ik niet door straten met HORECA gelegenheden liep 

OIk heb, indien ik een straat met HORECA zag, vaak besloten om deze te vermijden 

OIk heb mijn route zo gepland dat ik door straten met HORECA gelegenheden Jiep 

OIk heb, indien ik een straat met HORECA zag, vaak besloten om deze in te lopen 

OIk zocht straten met veel HORECA gelegenheden op 

12. Wat waren de redenen om (bier) iets te gaan eten enlof te drinken? 

Naam zaaklwinkel 1 2 

Wat waren de twee belangrijkste 

redenen om iets te eten en/of te 

drinken? 

Wat waren de twee belangrijkste 

redenen voor u om hier iets te 

eten en/of te drinken? 

Wanneer hebt u besloten waar u 

iets ging eten/drinken 

In welke mate heeft u voor dit 

bezoek uw route aangepast? 

Begintijd 

Eindtijd 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2 

o Vooraf; ik ben naar een vooraf bepaalde plek toege\open 

o Tijdens het winkelen; ik ben toen bewust een straat met HORECA op gaan zoeken 

o Tijdens het winkelen; ik zag in een straat (verderop) bepaalde HORECA gelegenheden 

o Pas toen ik langs deze zaak liep 

OHelemaa\ of grotendeels 

OGedeeltelijk 

ONiet of nauwelijks 
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OHelemaal of grotendeels 

OGedeeltelijk 

ONiet of nauwelijks 

o 
o 
o 
o 



De volgende vragen zijn algemene vragen over het eten enlof iets drinken tijdens het winkelen 

13. Hoe vaak bezoekt u de Eindhovense binuenstad? (Omcirkel de juiste eenheid) 

..................... per week I maand I kwartaalljaar 

14. Hoe vaak combineert u zo een bezoek met een van de volgende vormen van etenldrinkeu? 

Nooit Bijna nooh Soms Vaak 

Etenldrinken dat snet en makkelijk 

verkrijgbaar is en wat je ook 

eventueel mee kan nemen, zoais 

McDonalds, een ijsje of een broodje 

Etenldrinken waar je voor gaat zitten 

en de tijd voor neemt, zoals wat 

drinken op een terrasje of een 

maaItijd in een cafe/restaurant 

15. Wat zijn voor u over het algemeen de belangrijkste reden(en) om iets te gaan etenldrinken 

tijdens een winkelbezoek? (krois maximaal3 antwoorden aan) 

DTe gaan zitten enlof te rusten 

DKoffietijd Ilunchtijd I etenstijd ('S avonds) 

DBegin van het bezoek 

Dop de helft van het bezoek qua tijd/afstandltaken zijn 

DAfsluiting van het bezoek 

DHonger 

DLekkere trek hebben 

DPraten met mijn metgezel(len) enlof mensen bekijken 

DGenieten van het weer en/of het uitzicht 

DAnders namelijk; .................... . 
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De volgende vragen gaan over de bestedingen die u vandaag heeft gedaan 

U hoeft hierop geen antwoord te geven indien u dat niet wilt 

16. Wat was nw totale besteding vandaag? 

ONiets uitgegeven 

OMinder dan 25 euro 

025-50 euro 

050-100 euro 

0100-200 euro 

0200-400 euro 

OMeer dan 400 euro 

17. Wat was uw totale besteding in de bezochte HORECA gelegenbeden? 

ONiets uitgegeven 

OMinder dan 5 euro 

05-10 euro 

010-25 euro 

025-50euro 

050-100 euro 

OMeer dan 100 euro 

I Afsluitende vraag 

18. Hebt u nog opmerkingen over de HORECA in de binnenstad van Eindhoven? 

Datum: I Telpunt: Nummer: Weer: Leeftijden: 

i 
M: V: 
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